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Ex-governor
rejected as
leader of
Senate Dems

Taking the
House,GOP
primes for fight
with Obama
By LAURIE HELLMAN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Taking control of the House at
last. Republicans are rushing
straight into a political fight
with President Barack Obama
over health care and changes in
Washington they say voters
demanded in the midterm elections.
"It's new energy," incoming
House Speaker John Boehner
told reporters on the eve of his
.swearing-in.
The oath-taking Wednesday
ends two years of Democratic
dominance in the capital and
ushers in a divided government
in the run-up to the 2012 congressional and presidential elections. With campaigns but a
short time away, President
Barack Obama and congressional Republicans are set to
square off over the size of government and the taxpayer dollars it spends.
Fresh from a Hawaii vacation,
Obama told reporters aboard
Air Force One on Tuesday that
he expects Republicans initially
to "play to their base."
"But I'm pretty confident that
they're going to recognize that
our job is to govern and make
sure that we are delivering jobs
for the American people," he
added. "My hope is that John

•See Page 2
Make a Difference Day
scheduled for Jan. 15
Special to the Ledger
I Vic
Murray -Cal loway
County community will host
the 79th "Make A Difference
Day" on Saturday, Jan. 15, at
Murray State University's Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
from 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Paper and cardboard of all
types, to benefit both resource

•See Page 2
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KYSER LOUGH r Ledger 8. -nmeJerome Penner, right, one of the three finalists for CEO of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, talks with Robert
Billington Jr. at the Robert 0. Miler Convention Center Tuesday during a community reception.

Penner: Tried, true, tested' leadership
and the ability to strategically plan
Editor's note: This is an interview
with the third of three finalists for the
position of CEO at Murray-Calloway
Counts. Hospital.
By RYSER LOUGH
Staff Wnter
he Murray-Calloway County
hospital Board of Trustees have
invited three CEO finalists to
Murray for interviews and meetings
with various groups. Jerome "Jerry"
Penner was the last of the three to visit,
and took time Tuesday to sit down
with the Ledger & Times for an interview.
Penner has worked in health care for
24 years, 14 as a CEO or COO, and is
currently the CEO at Madigan Army
Healthcare System, the second-largest
in the Army. He has served with the
U.S. Army Medical Command in several assignments, including the Ft.
Drum Health Care System in Fort
Drum, N.Y., Blanchfield Army

T

Community Hospital in Fort Campbell patients. You want to give back to the
and the Medical Task Force 86 community and health care is where
it's at. It's been exciting over the sevHealthcare System. Baghdad, Iraq.
Penner is a board-certified health eral years of being in a leadership role
care administrator since 1995, but and working with the professionals I
began his career in healthcare as a 16 work with. Having the opportunity to
year-old when he got to work in a help them do their job is very attractive
dietary department.
to me.
"I got to see how well they were taking
L&T: What initially interested you
care of patients and, cii a young 16 year- in applying for this position?
old, it was very influential," he said.
P: Well, we felt like the stars, moon
After getting into the military, and planets all aligned perfectly
Penner was sent to Baylor University (laughs). I'm a Kentucky boy, my wife
for his Masters in Health Care is from southeastern Missouri, we met
Administration. Prior to that, he grad- at MSU, her dad graduated from
uated from Murray State University Murray. her two sisters were born in
and also holds a Masters of Science in Murray and our boys are coming (to
Strategic Studies from U.S. War MSU). We have a whole opportunity
College, Carlisle Barracks. Pa. He and to lay down some roots. Unfortunately.
his wife, Jamie, have two sons: Jerome from a military perspective I get to run
IV and Jason Clay.
a hospital one more time and then
Ledger & Times: What attracts you can't do it anymore. That's how the
to working in the health care field?
system works ... so if you have that
Penner: It goes back to the time
when I had the opportunity to be with 1111See Page 2

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API — Former Gov.
Julian Carroll, now a Democratic state
senator, was rejected by his colleagues
Tuesday in his bid to become Senate
minority floor leader.
instead
Democrats
chose Sen. R.J. Palmer II.
a Winchester banker with
a reputation as a mildmannered lawmaker, for
the job on the first day of
the 2011 legislative session.
Carroll. a Democratic
firebrand. said his rocky
with Carroll
relationship
Republican
Senate
President David Williams likely caused his
colleagues to opt for the more centrist
Palmer heading into what is expected to be
a tension-filled series of legislative meetings that will extend into mid-March.
"When David Williams needs to be taken
on on the Senate floor, I've pretty much
been the individual who challenged him on
the Senate floor," Carroll said. "I've never
feared doing so, and I will not ever fear
doing so in the future."
Palmer, who has been in the Senate since
2001, called Carroll a "very talented"

•See Page 2

Stein to deliver MSU's
Presidential lecture
Editor's note: The following article
appears on the Murray State University
Wehsite.
From MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Economist and pop culture icon Ben
Stein will be the featured speaker at the
2011 Presidential Lecture. Tuesday, Feb. I.
The event begins at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Stein graduated from Columbia
University in 1966 with honors in economics. He graduated from Yale Law School in

•See Page 2

WEATHER

TODAY

TOMORROW

OEM
20s

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday: A chance of
snow before noon, then a
chance of rain and snow
Cloudy, with a high near 35
Chance of precipitation is 40%
Wednesday night: Mostly
cloudy, then gradually becoming
mostly clear, with a low around
27.
Thursday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 41.
Thursday Night: A 30 percent chance of snow Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 28.
Friday: A 20 percent chance
of light snow Partly sunny. with
a high near 37.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
With a low around 23.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 33.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of light snow. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 22
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MCC to recycle glass;
grant awarded to MSU
The grant also required a 20
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
percent match. The city, counCalloway ty and MSU each contributed
Murray
and
County are finally able to recy- $5,((X) to build a structure to
cle glass thanks to a grant house the machine at the city's
awarded to Murray State transfer station off of Ky. 121.
University and financial con- Concrete barricades were also
tributions from city and county build to store the pulverized
government.
glass. Harper said that in addiWayne Harper. director of tion to the North Farm recygrounds and building services cling day on the first Saturday
with MSU's facilities manage- of the month, the pulverizer
ment department, said the would give Calloway County
grant for a glass pulverizer was residents more options to recythe second state grant MSU cle.
had been awarded for sustain"The whole idea is to try to
ability efforts. The first one improve recycling in the area
paid for the cardboard baler and cooperate with each other
that operates at the North to make that happen." he said.
Farm. He said the pulverizer "And it's working out very
grant was for a total of about well, we have a good relation$40,(XX). This covered $36.1/00 ship with both the county and
for the pulverizer and and also
several accessories.
•See Page 3
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HAWKINS TEAGUE r Ledger & Times
City of Murray Public Works Director J.L. Barnett, center, looks into the front of the new glass
pulverizer where bottles and jars are dumped with employees Dennis McGinnis, left, and Les
Frank.
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Fiscal Court III Penner...
readies for From Front
new year

SPECIAL RECOGNITION:
Michael Pape. a spokesman
for U.S. Rep Ed Whitfield.
left. honors Joseph Brown.
14, right, a student at
Eastwood Christian
Academy, for coming to the
rescue of a driver that had
run off the highway and
overturned in a creek on
Christmas Eve. Brown, who
was accompanied by his
mother, Amanda. received a
Certificate of Special
Congressional Recognition
for his actions in aiding the
driver. Brown saw tracks
leading off the highway during heavy snow Dec. 24 and
wanted to investigate.
TOM BERRY
Ledger & T,mes

Regional

Police: Grandmother, grandson
party hearty in Paris

News in Brief
March retrial set for man in Benton
murder-arson case
BENTON, K.(AP) — A new trial has been
scheduled in western Kentucky for a man
accused of killing a woman and burning down
her mobile home with her body inside it.
Marshall County Circuit Judge Dennis Foust
on Monday set a trial for George Luna. to begin
March 22 in Benton. reports The Paducah Sun.
Luna is charged with murder and arson in the
September 2007 killing of Debra Hendrickson.
After Luna's initial trial. the Kentucky
Supreme Court ruled there were three trial errors.
including Foust not excusing a juror who said it
was hard to not assume Luna was guilty.
The now 40-year-old Luna was stopped for
speeding in Illinois the day after Hendrickson's
body was found. He was driving her car.

1 in Idaho, 1 in Wash.
state win $355M jackpot

•Ex-governor...

PHOENIX (AP) — At least
two people are waking up to
find themselves millions of
dollars richer.
The holders of a ticket sold
in Idaho and another in
Washington state will be sharing Mega Millions' $355 million jackpot from Tuesday
night's drawing, lottery officials said Wednesday.
The prize is the fourthlargest in U.S. history and the
second-largest
in
Mega
Millions' history. said Arizona
Lottery spokeswoman Cindy
Esquer. The lottery's prize of
$390 million in March 2007
remains the nation's richest on
record.
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PARIS. kiln. AP Hull.) Ckall1ly
deputy finally stopped a speeding car on the
wrong side of a highway, he found it had been
driven by a 77-year-old grandmother.
Not that the stop was easy, reports The Paris
Post-Intelligencer.
Barely an hour into the new year, It. Stan
Pinson saw the car headed the wrong way in the
northeast-bound lanes of divided Highway 79
northeast of Paris.
Pinson says driver Syble Dickens ignored the
blue lights and siren, dodged spike strips and
finally pulled over, saying she was still having "a
good time."
She's charged with DUI, speeding, reckless
endangerment and failure to yield. Her 29-yearold grandson is charged with public intoxication.
He slept through the chase.
Both are to appear in court Thursday.

LocalNet
759-2575
VEM=1:223MM

Palmer for floor leader.
"We left that room united
leader from whom he will seek
behind our leadership." Rhoads
advice in his new role. He
replaces retired Minority Leader said. "It was not only a consenEd Worley, who didn't seek re- sus, but there was unanimity
among our group."
election to the Senate last year.
Legislative
"Most people know me as a
leadership
mild-mannered person. but I changed little on Tuesday.
think that I'm someone who has Democratic House Speaker
shown I can work in a bipartisan Greg Stumbo
and Republican
manner to move things forward
Floor Leader Jeff Hoover
for both my district and the
commonwealth of Kentucky." weren't opposed in their elecDemocratic
House
Palmer said. "I will continue to tions.
Speaker Pro Tern Larry Clark
try to do that."
Carroll said he had been fold fended off a challenge by forthat Williams had worked mer House Speaker Jody
against his selection by threat- Richards to hold on to his posiening to withhold committee
tion.
assignments of Democrats who
House Democratic Whip John
supported him and by threatening to draw unfavorable legisla- Will Stacy lost his position to
tive boundaries in an upcoming state Rep. Tommy Thompson,
redistricting process.
the Owensboro businessman
Williams, a gubernatorial can- who has served in the House
didate who was selected by since 2003. And House GOP
Republicans to keep the job as Whip David Floyd dropped his
Senate president. denied the
re-election bid, and was
allegations in press conference
by Rep. Danny Ford. a
replaced
Tuesday afternoon.
Senate Democrats met pri- Mount Vernon auctioneer and
vately to choose its leadership real estate agent who has served
team, opting to keep Jerry in the House since 1982.
Rhoads of Madisonville as whip
The Senate Republican majorand Johnny Ray Turner of Drift ity officially had re-elected all
as caucus chairman.
its leaders more than a month
Rhoads said the leadership
ago,
keeping Southgate attorney
race caused no rift among
Democrats, and that after a Katie Stine as president pro tern
lengthy discussion, Carroll actu- and Manchester lawyer Robert
ally withdrew and nominated Stivers II as flom leader.

From Front
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Former teacher given
25-year terrn in sex sting
GREENEV ILLE,
Tenn.
( AP) — A federal court in
Greeneville has sentenced a
longtime school teacher to
prison for 25 years in a child
sex sting.
Joseph Wayne Jennings was
arrested when he showed up a
Morristown motel in June
2009, lured by an Internet
exchange with a Knoxville
police officer posing as a
woman who offered her 8-yearold
daughter
sex.
for
Investigators said the 54-yearold former Claiborne County
school teacher carried sex toys
and J Hannah Montana poster.
The
News
Knoxville
Sentinel reported U.S. District
Judge Ronnie Greer told
Jennings on Tuesday he couldn't risk endangering other children by imposing a lesser sentence.
After teaching school for 30
years. Jennings worked as a toy
store clerk.
In court, he offered no
e \planation for his actions

By TOM BERRY
Stan Writer
Calloway Fiscal Court prepared for several administrative
moves this week to position the
county to face the challenges of
a new year and the election of
new officers sworn in following the November General
Election.
During a special-called meeting at the courthouse Monday,
newly-elected
magistrates
Eddie Clyde Hale, Connie
Morgan. Bobby C. Stubblefield
and Johnny Gingles discussed
updates to the county's administrative and personnel codes;
primarily paperwork putting
the county in compliance with
state regulations.
"We're required to review
that every year and over the last
several months we have basically rewritten our code," said
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.
"Our old code was outdated
and we had to change a lot of
things that actually we are
required to have as far as federal wage and hour laws. We tried
to tie down all of our policies
and make them fair and equitable to everyone involved."
In the past. the county has
resorted to determine on an
individual basis what employees are entitled to and what
they are not.
"We haven't approved it yet.
We still expect to ask approval
at our next meeting." Elkins
said.
Elkins said such reviews are
needed at the beginning of each
new term in office.
"Basically that is the reason
we had (the meeting) when we
did; the first day of the new
terms," he said.
Magistrates also discussed
details of the leasing of road
graders for the Calloway
County Road Department. The
court is seeking mote information concerning the amount of
payment the county must pay in
lump-sum and monthly payments if road graders are leased
and which would be best for the
county's budget and needs.
Further discussion is scheduled
during the next meeting of
Calloway County Fiscal Court
set for 5 p.m. on Tuesday. Jan.
18 in district courtroom at the
Calloway County Judicial
Center on North Fourth Street.
Magistrates also approved
scheduling meetings during the
coming year for the third
Tuesday of each month at 5
p.m. at the judicial center as
usual.

taken away front me in two
years and 1 can't do what I love
and have a passion for, well
that's a little bit of a concern for
me. But a chance to come home,
come to a real progressive community in a university town and
get to continue to go what I love
to do and have a passion to do?
What could be better than that?
L&T: What do you feel you
bring to the table for MC('H?
P: No doubt it's leadership.
I've been tried, true and tested
now for 28 years. You don't get
to where I am in the military
without having the ability. It's
the leadership and ability to
strategically plan ... my true
expertise in the area falls to customer support and improving
quality in the organization. You
put all those together and that's
a pretty powerful combination
for a leader coining in.
L&T: In what you have seen
so far, what is the largest asset
of MCCH?
P: I think the asset to the hospital is truly the community.
We've got to get the ownership
of the community out there.
MCCH just celebrated their centennial and. while I won't be
around for the bicentennial. I
would like to get it started this
decade. The challenge there is
making sure the community is
aligned with what we're doing
and make sure they know just
how important their vote really
is

L&T: In what you have seen

Obftuaria
so far, what is the largest challenge at MCCH and how should
it be overcome?
P: As a leader you strategically plan from a perspective oi
making sure the organization i‘
aligned with what we think thc
future is going to look like. So
the biggest challenge? Reaching
out to those providers and helping them understand, and those
physicians. But even still, it
comes back to the community.
The community forces the hand
of our physicians out there and
if they understand why we're
important ... it goes back to
building the loyalty.
L&T: Recent ambulance statistics have shown an increase in
out-of-county transfers. How
should smaller, local hospitals
respond to the influences of
larger regional medical centers'?
P: The biggest thing is you
have to compete. If MCCH can
draw affiliations like they are
hoping to do. maybe add some
more specialties and bring in the
right specialties and reach that
goal of being a regional medical
center at some point down the
line, they won't have the problem of transfers going out. Thu
real challenge is, it goes back I.
quality. We have to make suf.:
we are delivering the right care
at the right place at the right
time. If you can't deliver that.
then maybe the transfer is car
rect. If you can deliver it, then(
transfer) shouldn't happen.

Army Reserve unit deploys from Paducah
PADU('AH. Ky.(AP) — A U.S. Army Reserve medical unit is
deploying from Paducah to Afghanistan.
The Paducah Sun reports this will mark the second deployment
of the 936th Medical Detachment (Forward Surgery) to the Middle
East.
Maj. Mark Dunavan, who commands the unit, says the team of
about 20 members will provide a mobile surgical unit near combat
tr°V:rou
ps.nded soldiers are stabilized by the 936th, and then sent on to
larger field hospitals.
The unit leaves Wednesday for Fort Lewis, Wash., for a month
of training before being sent overseas.

•Stein, MSU lecture...

Witness: Jackson's kids
watched fight to save dad
By LINDA DEUTSCH
AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES(API— One
of Michael Jackson's bodyguards says the pop star's two
eldest children watched as the
doctor charged in the singer's
death frantically attempted to
revive him in the bedroom of
his rented mansion.
I aheem Muhammad testified
Tuesday in Los Angeles that
Dr. Conrad Murray appeared
panicked as he perfOrmed chest
compressions on the singer on a
bed. Muhammad says the doctor asked at one point whether
anyone knew CPR.
The guard says he saw
Jackson's children Prince and
Pans watching their father, who
he described laying on the bed
with his eyes and mouth wide
open. Muhammad says Paris
was crying on the floor and he
eventually escorted them from
the room.

State Police rounding up
Ashland drug suspects
.Asiii..AND.
(Al'i
Kentucky State Police are
rounding up drug suspects in
eastern Kentucky.
A yearlong investigation by
the agency had resulted in 15
arrests by late Tuesday afternoon and more were expected.
Those arrested by Tuesday
were held in local jails on 26
drug charges ad one charge of
wanton enclangertnent of a
child
Most of the arrests so far
were 'It people from Ashland.

S unday
B usinesN
1970 as valedictorian of his
Section and a
class by election of his classcolumn about
mates. He also studied in the
personal
graduate school of economics at
finance
for
Yale. He has worked as an econYahoo! He is a
omist at the Department of
commentator
Commerce. a poverty lawyer in
for
CBS
New Haven and Washington.
Sunday
D.C., a trial lawyer in the field
Stein
Morning and
of trade regulation at the Federal
for Fox News.
Trade
Commission
Stein has written, co-written
in
Washington, D.C.. a university and published 30 books, includadjunct at American University ing seven novels, largely about
in Washington, D.C., at the life in Los Angeles. and 21 nonUniversity of California at fiction books, about finance and
Santa Cruz. and at Pepperdine about ethical and social issue in
University in Malibu. CA. At finance, and also about the
American U. He taught about political and social content ot
the political and social content mass culture.
His most recent books are the
of mass culture. He taught the
same subject at UCSC, as well best selling humor self help
as about political and civil rights series "How To Ruin Your
under the Constitution. At Life."
He is a well known actor in
Pepperdine. he has taught about
libel law' and about securities movies. TV and commercials
law and ethical issues since His part of the boring teacher in
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off' was
1986.
In 1973 and 1974, he was a recently ranked as one of the 50
speech writer and lawyer for most famous scenes in
Richard Nixon at the White American film. From 1997 to
House and then for Gerald Ford. 2002, he was the host of the
He has been a columnist and Cotnedy Central quiz show
editorial writer for the Wall "Win Ben Stein's Money." The
Street Journal, a syndicated show has won seven Emmie'.
columnist for the Los Angeles He was a judge on CBS's Star
VH-l's
Herald Examiner and King Search, and on
Features Syndicate. and a fre- "America's Most Smartest
quent contributor to Barrons. He Model."
He lives with his wife.
has been a regular columnist for
(former
Los Angeles Magazine. New Alexandra Denman
lawyer.) six cats and three largcYork Magazine. E! Online, and
dogs in Beverly Hills. He 1,
has written a lengthy diary for
active in pro-animal and pro-litu
20 years for The American
charitable events.
Spectator. He currently writes a
column for the New York Times

From Front

•Difference...
From Front
centers, will be collected. The
Lion's Club will collect eyeglasses, while the WATCH
Center will collect aluminum
cans. Court Appointed Special
Advocates (('ASA) will collect
cell phones. Big Brothers Big
Sister will have a bin for ink-jet
cartridges and J.U. Kevil will
collect clothes.
The
Murray
Police
Department and the Calloway
County Sheriffs Department

NIurray Ledger i!

will again combine efforts to
take in prescription drugs.
Plastics, tin cans and glass will
also be gathered, as well as bins
provided for used motor oil
Battery collection of A. B.(•
and D will be available. Books
will also he gathered for recv
cling to benefit community edu
cation.
For more information, call thc
Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592 or
Calloway
Family
County
Resource Center at 762-7333.

Suda BauelI

Suda Batten. /
p.m. at Spring C
incomplete id this

Joe Ballard

Joseph C. Ball:
illness.
A member and
was employed by
Five Star-Blandvi
Kat's Den.
Ballard was pri
Henderson; two I
Ballard; and gra
Charles D. and M
He is survived
son, Mark Banda
Paducah; parents.
Ballard of Murra:
Mark Ian Ballard,
Vienna, Ill.; sister
of Murray; one hr
niece and one grei
Funeral service
Milner and Off Fu
the Rev. Frank Qv
Cemetery.
Visitation will 1
Expressions of
Society, 3140 Pa
Hospice. P.O. Box
Online condole

Julia Ann Rim
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Ross

af

de
Parrott; and two b
She is survived
grandchildren. Nit
all of Benton; one
Dexter, Willie M
Kuttawa; and foul
Everett Powell. Ri
Online condole

Betty Luau

Funeral service
be held Thursday.
Funeral Home wit
Murray City Cemi
Visitation will I
Hale died San
Center in Marion,
Born Nov. 14,
Shepherd United I
for the First Chri
Overbey Jr. and Et
death by her husbi
She is survived
of Buchanan. Ten
and John Mark
children, Norman
Kerry Scott, Cassi
great-grandchildre
Expressions of
1 1 I North 5th St..
County Senior Cit
Online condole
home.com. J.H. Cl

Audie Morris

Funeral service
held Thursday, Jar
Home with the Re.
in the Salem Bapti
Visitation will t
Byars died Mo
Health Care in Mu
Born July I I. I
the Grace Baptist
In addition to h
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Suda Bazzell
Suda Bazzell, 87. of Kirksey. died Tuesday. Jan. 4. 2011, at 3:45
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray. Arrangements are
ineompleie at this time at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.

Joe Ballard
Joseph C. Ballard 11. 59. died Monday. Jan. 3. 2011, after a brief
illness.
A member and ordained Deacon at Reidland Baptist Church, he
was employed by Newcomb Oil and was the general manager of
Five Star-Blandville Road. He was also the former owner of the
Kat's Den.
Ballard was preceded in death by his daughter, Kristi Jo Ballard
Henderson; two brothers, Jon Randall Ballard and David Bryan
Ballard; and grandparents. Russell and Mabel Thompson and
Charles D. and Mona Ballard.
He is survived by his wife of 40 years, Linda Lewis Ballard; his
son. Mark Randall Ballard and wife, Crystal Hayden Ballard of
Paducah; parents. Joseph Charles Ballard and Bonita Thompson
Ballard of Murray; three grandchildren, Emma Beth Ballard and
Mark Ian Ballard, both of Paducah. and Taylor Anae Henderson of
Vienna. Ill.; sister, Beverly Ballard Vasterling and husband. Frank
of Murray; one brother, Jeff Ballard of Murray; four nephews, one
niece and one great-niece.
Funeral services will be held Thursday. Jan. 6. 2011, at I p.m. at
Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah with Dr. Larry Lewis and
the Rev. Frank Queen officiating. Burial will follow in Mt. Kenton
Cemetery.
Visitation will be Wednesday, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parise Dr.. Paducah, KY 42003; or to Lourdes
Hospice. P.O. Box 7100. Paducah. KY 42002-7100.
Online condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.

Julia Ann Ross
Funeral services for Julia Ann Ross. 69, of Benton, will be held
today, Wednesday. Jan. 5. 2011. at 1 p.m. at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home and
Crematory with the Rev. Chris Moore officiating.
Burial will follow in Provine Cemetery.
Ross died Sunday. Jan. 2. 2011 at 10:20 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital.
She was a member of Lake City Baptist Church
and retired from Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park.
In addition to her parents. Robert Lee Powell
and
Lillie Leta Farley Powell. she was preceded in
Ross
death by two sisters. Dorothy Holland and Mildred
Parrott; and two brothers. Robert Powell. Jr. and William Powell.
She is survived by one daughter, Donna Nichols of Benton: three
grandchildren, Nicole Nichols, Nolan Nichols and Lucas Nichols,
all of Benton; one great-grandchild; three sisters, Janice Duncan of
Dexter, Willie May Taylor of Benton. and Lucille Young of
Kuttawa: and four brothers, Billy Ray Powell of Puryear, Tenn.,
Everett Powell. Raymond Powell and Alton Powell, all of Benton.
Online condolences may be left at www.filbeckcannking.com.

Betty E. Hale
Funeral services for Betty E. Hale, 87, formerly of Murray. will
be held Thursday. Jan. 6, 2011, at II a.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be Wednesday,from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Hale died Saturday. January I. 2011. at Willowbend Rehab
Center in Marion, Ark.
Born Nov. 14, 1923. in Murray. she was a member of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist Church and was retired as a secretary
for the First Christian Church. In addition to her parents, L.M.
Overbey Jr. and Eunice Mae Lisanby Overbey. she was preceded in
death by her husband, Norman D."Red" Hale.
She is survived by three sons. Norman Hale Jr. and wife, Teana
of Buchanan. Tenn_ Kent Hale and wife. Diana of Marion. Ark..
and John Mark Hale and wife. Kaye of Cabool. Mo.: seven grandchildren, Norman Dyer Hale III. Brian Hale, Anthony Dyer Hale.
Kerry Scott, Cassie Goode, Chris Hale and Elizabeth Walls; and 17
great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the First Christian Church,
1 1 1 North 5th St.. Murray, KY 42071;.or to the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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•House, GOP...
From Front
Boehner and (Senate GOP
leader) Mitch McConnell will
realize that there will be plenty
of time to campaign for 2012 in
2012."
For now, both parties will
build their election-year cases in
the congressional arena.
It begins Wednesday when
California Democrat Nancy
Pelosi hands the speaker's gavel
to Boehner, the affable Ohioan
with blue collar roots, and the
new Congress is sworn into
office. Republicans have promised to run the House with an
eye toward saving and cutting
spending, and in a manner more
open to public scrutiny and
debate.
Even so, the incoming GOP
majority prepared to break its
own new rules next week when
they vote, without hearings or a
chance to make changes, to cancel Obaina's signature health
care law.
"It's not like we haven't litigated this for over a year,"
Boehner said.
"We just need to repeal it,"
said incoming House Majority
Leader Eric Cantor, R-Va.
Across the Capitol, the Senate
opens for business with the
Democrats' majority down from
60 votes two years ago to 53making it harder to enact legislation Obama seeks. But it gives
them more than enough clout to
block passage of bills like the
health care repeal House
Republicans want.
The shrunken Democratic
ranks give Republicans leverage
to bargain for a reduction in
spending on items like a $1.4
billion food safety measure
Obama signed Tuesday.
Wednesday's focus is back in
the House, where the GOP's
new "cut and grow majority"
envisions curbs on government
spending and regulations to spur
the economy. Cantor said.
The first spending cut vote is
set for Thursday, a 5 percent

reduction in the amount ticketed
for lawmakers' and committees'
offices and leadership staff.
Aides estimate the savings at
$35 million over the next nine
months.
Republicans nave pledged to
vote at least once a week on
bills that cut spending. And
Cantor challenged Obama to
include significant spending
cuts in his State of the Union
address on Jan. 25.
But Republicans acknowledge
they must do more than oppose
Obama's every proposal, as they
did the past two years of
Democratic rule. That might
mean compromise, anathema to
GOP hardliners, setting up the
potential for conflicts in the
party.
The effort to repeal health care
overhaul appears to be exempt
from some of the new majority's
stated priorities and reforms.
One of the first votes on
Wednesday will be the enactment of a series of rules changes
that Republicans crafted to
increase openness in Congress'
proceedings. Despite that, the
new majority intends to pass the
health care repeal next week
without committee hearings or
permitting Democrats a chance
to seek changes.
Republicans also have decided to ignore estimates from the
Congressional Budget Office
that the bill as it originally
passed would cut spending by
$143 billion over the next
decade.
"Everyone knows ... this bill
has the potential to bankrupt the
federal government and the
states," Cantor said. He cited no
estimates and refused to
acknowledge that repeal would
increase deficits at a time
Republicans have vowed to
reduce red ink.
Cantor said Democrats would
be allowed to seek change
when Republicans draft an alternative health care bill. No
timetable has been set.

Nunn's lawyers may use
mental defect defense
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)Defense lawyers for former
Kentucky lawmaker Steve
Nunn may argue that he had a
mental or emotional defect
when his former fiancee was
shot to death.
The Lexington HeraldLeader reported Monday that
Nunn attorneys filed documents
last week showing they intend
to use expert testimony and
other evidence of mental and

emotional defects in Nunn's
murder trial.
Nunn, the son of the late
Kentucky Gov. Louie Nunn. is
scheduled to go on trial Aug. I
for murder in the death of
Amanda Ross, who was shot to
death outside her Lexington
home on Sept. II, 2009.
Prosecutors have the option of
seeking a death sentence if
Nunn is convicted.

Audie Morris Byars
Funeral serv ices for Audie Morris Byars, 96. of Hazel, will be
held Thursday. Jan. 6. 2011, at 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Sammy Cunningham officiating. Burial will be
in the Salem Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be Wednesday.from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Byars died Monday. Jan. 3. 2011. at 6:55 a.m. at Spring Creek
Health Care in Murray.
Born July II. 1914, in Calloway County, she was a member of
the Grace Baptist Church.
In addition to her parents. Walter and Sadie Mathis Morris, she
was preceded in death by her husband. Arlos C. Byars; two daughters, Jeanette Badge and Elizabeth Rowland; two sons, Bobby Gene
Byars and Moths C. Byars; three sisters, Lorene Wofford. Mae
Norman and Ethel Cobb; one brother. Cody Morris; and two grandchildren.
She is survived by a son. Walter Byars and wife. Carolyn of
Hazel; 11 grandchildren. 18 great-grandchildren and nine greatgreat-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhonte.com. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mary Ruth Taylor
Mary Ruth Taylor, 78. of Paducah. passed away
Tuesday. Jan. 4. 2011, at 12:35 a.m. at Deaconess
Hospital in Evansville, Ind.
She was a very warm,loving person with a positive attitude and outlook. Mrs. Taylor was an avid
reader and loved to listen to her husband. Ed as he
broadcast ballgames on the radio.
Surviving are her husband, Ed Taylor; her
mother. Otha Mae Darnell of Murray; her son.
Larry (Jodi) Powell and granddaughters. Meagan
and Jessica Powell of Monroe,Ohio:five brothers,
Taylor
Richard (Inez) Darnell of Calvert City. Brooks
(Carolyn) Darnell of Murray. Eddie (Sara) Darnell
of Almo. Gene (Debbie) Darnell of Murray. and Ted (Carolyn)
Darnell of Murray: sisters. Evelyn Smith of Calvert City. Hilda
(Rick) Mustion of Murray. as well as numerous nieces and
nephews.
She was preceded in death by her father. Virgil Darnell; and one
brother, Danny Lynn Darnell.
A memorial Celebration of Life reception for family and friends
will be Thursday. Jan. 6. 2011. from 5-7 p.m.. with a brief memorial service at 6:45 p.m. at Lindsey Funeral Home in Paducah.
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D.C. holiday pushes tax
filing deadline to April 18
By STEPHEN OHLEMACHER

Proclamation.
which eventually led to all
WASH IN(ITON I AP) - slaves being freed.
Taxpayers will get an extra three
The IRS expects to process
days to file their federal tax more than 140 million individreturns this year, and they can ual tax returns this year. Most
thank the nation's capital for the taxpayers can fill out their
extra time.
returns and file them as soon as
The filing deadline is delayed they receive all their tax docubecause the
District of ments from employers, banks
Columbia
will
observe and other financial institutions.
Emancipation Day on Friday. Some taxpayers, however, will
April 15. By law, local holidays have to wait to file until mid- to
in the nation's capital impact tax late February to file their returns
deadlines the same way federal because of late changes to the
holidays would. the Internal 2010 tax law passed by
Revenue Service said.
Congress in December.
Taxpayers will have until midThe IRS said it needs more
night Monday. April 18. to file time to re-program its processtheir 2010 returns. Taxpayers ing systems to take into account
requesting an extension will the new law. The agency plans
have until Oct. 17 to file their to announce a more definitive
returns.
filing date before then.
Emancipation Day marks the
Those who must wait to tile
occasion
when
President include people who itemize
Abraham Lincoln signed into their deductions, taxpayers who
law a bill ending slavery in the claim a deduction for college
District of Columbia. Lincoln tuition and fees, and school
signed the bill on April 16, teachers who claim a deduction
1862, more than eight months for out-of-pocket classroom
signed
before
the expenses.
he
Emancipation
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Sanitation Supervisor Phillip Morris holds a handful of pulverized glass aggregate after bottles have been crushed by the
pulverizer.

III Recycle glass...
From Front
the city with that regard."
A glass recycling bin has been
open for several weeks on
Andrus Drive next to the bins
that were already there, but the
pulverizer was put into operation for the first time on
Tuesday. Phillip Morris. the
City of Murray's sanitation
supervisor, said he isn't yet certain what how the city will use
all the glass. but that department
heads plan to experiment with a
few ideas. He said recycling
programs are not typically profitable, but they are positive for
communities and a large number of people use the recycling
bins on Andrus Drive to turn in
aluminum, cardboard, magazines, books, paper and metal
cans in addition to the glass.
While the recycling market is
full of unwanted glass, Morris
said pulverized glass can be
used for many different projects
and purposes.
Morris said the pulverizer
crushes the glass into what is
known as pulverized glass
aggregate. or PGA, which gives
it a sort of powdery texture.
According to a trade publication
called Road Business. PGA is

safe, easy to use and inexpensive building material. One of
the most common applications
is a.s a substitute or supplement
for sand, gravel or crushed
stone such as using it as fill
around water and sewer pipes.
electric conduits, fiber optic
lines and utility trench bedding.
PGA can also be used in place
of gravel, sand or crushed stone
in road projects, although when
used, it is recommended that it
constitutes less than 10 percent
of the mix. Since it is recycled.
it can cost municipalities much
less than gravel. PGA can also
be used in a wide variety of
drainage projects. It is more
permeable than sand and also
absorbs no water, unlike sand or
gravel. Morris said he would
also like to eventually try using
PGA in landscaping.
Besides its alternative uses,
Morris said recycling glass is
beneficial because it removes it
from the overall waste that the
city processes. He said that if
people made sure to turn in all
recylcable materials, land fills
would become full at much
slower rates.

Republicans file immigration bill as promised
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Senate- Republicans followed
through on a promise Tuesday
to file a bill aimed at cracking
down on illegal immigrants in
Kentucky.
State Sen. John Schickel, RUnion. sponsored the legislation, one of about a dozen bills
Senate Republican leaders filed
on the first day of the 2011 legislative session. GOP Senate
President David Williams said
many of the measures could be
approved and sent to the
Democratic-controlled House
for consideration by week's
end.
Schickel's proposal would
allow police to arrest illegal
aliens on trespassing charges for
setting foot in Kentucky.
Critics complained the measure goes farther even than an
Arizona inimigration law that is

facing legal challenges.
The Kentucky measure would
allow police to determine the
immigration status of people
they detain. It also would allow
illegal immigrants to be charged
with trespassing if they are
found on "any public or private
land in this state." an apt
description of all property in the
state.
"It's much broader and much
more harmful than the Arizona
law," said the Rev. Patrick
Delahanty. head of the Catholic
Conference of Kentucky, which
is opposing the bill. "This bill
does nothing but turn people
who are generally hard-working
and law-abiding into criminals
and drains resources from local
governments and police departments that ought to be put into
protecting citizens from serious
criminals,"
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American Legion Ladies
Auxiliary Unit #73 will meet

CCMS Quick Recall champions,
runners-up overall at tournament
Special to the Ledger
Callov,ay County Middle
School came out on top in the
regional Sixth Grade Showcase
Quick Recall Tournament held
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at North Marshall Middle
School on Dec. 4. In the overall
results. CCMS finished secondplace with 52.5 team points.
In Quick Recall, the team of
Cole Emerson. Kaylee Lax.Sam
Morehead. Chance Roberts and
Claire Umstead went undefeated. They currently hold a record
of 15-0 for the entire season.
In the written assessments, the
Lakers placed in several competitions. Sam Morehead placed
second in science assessment
with Emerson in fifth. In social
studies. Josh Conner placed second. Morehead finished on top
in Fine Arts followed by
Umstead in second. In language
arts, Tia Crouse was third and
Umstead sixth. Sierra Todd was
first in composition.
The Kentucky Colonels Sixth
Grade Academic Showcase fea-

tures written assessment events
in Mathematics, Science, Social
Studies, Language Arts and
Arts/Humanities, and a double
elimination Quick Recall tournament. The event began in
1999 with 90 schools and has
since more than doubled in size.
with 197 schools participating in
2003.
KAAC
to
According
John
Director
Executive
Bennett, the Showcase was
designed to fill a need in
Kentucky schools.
"As KAAC began to look for
ways to reach more students, we
realized that a significant number of students were graduating
from fifth grade. then finding it
hard to compete on their
grades
middle
school's
Governor's Cup team," he said.
"The Showcase gives those stu-

dents another competitive
opportunity, and helps them
remain interested and active in
academic competition until they
can more realistically contribute
to their academic team programs
grades
middle
the
on
Governor's Cup level."
Calloway County Middle
School's Academic Team is
coached by Scott Pile, Whitney
Pile Erin Klotz, Zach Rudolph,
McCallon., Lynn
Jeanetta
Melton, Christie Walker. Beth
Morehead and Brad Darnall.
Team members competing in
Sixth Grade Showcase were
Emerson, Lax, Morehead,
Chance Roberts, Umstead, Toby
Allbritten, Braxton Bogard,
Conner, Crouse, Katherine
Dugger, Nic Hawkins, Sarai
McCallon, Randy Phelps, Abby
Pittman and Sierra Todd.

American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unitin3
will meet Thursday, Jan. 6, at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Drive.
All wives, daughters, or step-daughters of a
veteran are encouraged to attend and get
involved. Refreshments will be served. For
more information, call Unit 073 President
Townya Ritzie at 293-3145.

Datebook

Sand Teague,
Community
editor

Calloway Middle School will hold a CSIP (Comprehensive
School Improvement Plan) meeting on Thursday, Jan. 6, at 3:15
p.m. in room 303 in the middle school building.
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The Murray High School Lady Tiger Basketball Team will host a
rebate night at Sirloin Stockade on Thursday. Jan. 6. from 11 a.m.
until 9 p.m. Certificates for the rebate are available from any player and at the high school. Customers should give the certificate to
the cashier when ordering.
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The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet
Thursday. Jan. 6, at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive
in Paducah for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All
Retirees of the Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard. Calloway,
Carlisle. Fulton, Hickman, Graves. Marshall. McCracken) and the
Kentucky State Police Retirement System are encouraged to attend.
For more information call 898-7289 or 527-9531.

MHS Lady Tigers to host rebate night
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The Calloway County Public Library is closed
until Jan. 8. for maintenance and staff training.

CCMS to hold CSIP meeting
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Relay for Life will hold the First Annual January Hat Challenge to
raise money for the American Cancer Society. Knit or crochet a hat,
your design or from any source, and bring to Red Bug on 3rd during the week of Jan. 23-28. Hats will be on display Jan. 29 to Feb.
12. Winners will be awarded in three categories: ladies, men and
children. For more information, call (270) 761-2723.
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Photo provided
Pictured are members of the Calloway County Middle School Quick Recall and Academic
teams after recent competition in the Sixth Grade Showcase.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet Tuesday
The Concerned Taxpayers of
Calloway County (Tea Party)
will meet Tuesday. Jan. 11. at 6

p.m. in the big room of the
Public
County
Calloway
Library. The program will cover
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Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information,
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

the federal government power
Narcotics group will meet
grab over the Christmas holiday
Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
Narcotics
by Federal Communications
Church. For information, call 753-8419 or 1
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Protection
Enviornmental
Agency (EPA), and the
TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
Obamacare ruling in favor of
Medicare Death Panels, accordTOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
ing to Dan Walker,'program Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
chairman. All are invited to Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 753attend.
6646.

Shemwell
named to
Dean's List
Special to the Ledger
Worth Shemwell of Hazel,
was recently named to the
Dean's List at Murray State
University for the fall 2010
semester.
Worth is the son of Ronnie
and Terese Shemwell. He is a
2008 graduate of Calloway
County High School and is currently a junior at MSU studying
in Business Administration.

Spain trip
being planned
The Murray Bank Good Life
is planning a trip to Spain for
Oct. 28 through Nov. 6, 2011.
JThose interested or for more
information. e-mail Brenda
Sykes at bsykes@themurraybank.com, or call 767-3338.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday, Jan. 7, at I p.m. in
the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at
753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

New Concord Homemakers will meet
The New Concord Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday, Jan. II,
at I p.m. in the annex of the New Concord Church of Christ.
Christine Snyder and Betty Brandon will be the hostesses and
Vonnie Bless will present the lesson, "Greening Your Home."
Refreshments will be served. Visitors are welcome. For more information. call 436-2089.

Hatmaker to speak at First Baptist
Jen Hatmaker will speak at the First Baptist Church Worship
Brunch on Saturday. Jan. 22, from 9 a.m. to I p.m. She will share
from her book,"Road Trip: Five Adventures You're Meant to Live"
with themes including Abram and faith, the woman at the well and
identity, and the Church and service. Registration is required. For
more information. contact Erin Rainer at erinsainer@yahoo.com.
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Endowment donates ivED to soccer association
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare recently
donated an automated external defibrillator(AED) to the MurrayCalloway County Soccer Association to insure the cardiac health of
the players and spectators at the sporting events.
An AED is an emergency medical device that delivers an electrical charge to a person who is experiencing a life-threatening, abno
mal heart rhythm or sudden cardiac arrest. An AED analyzes the
heart rhythm with a computer in just a few seconds and advises the
rescuer whether a shock is required. If no shock is required, the
machine doesn't charge up, preventing an accidental shock. AEDs
are proven to be 90 percent sensitive (able 90 percent of the time to
detect a rhythm that should be defibrillated) and 99 percent specific
(able 99 percent of the time to recommend not shocking when defibrillation is not indicated). AEDs enable more people to respond to
sudden cardiac arrest emergencies and to help save lives.
-We are very pleased to be able to give back to our community
in such an important manner." said Keith Travis. VP of Institutional
Development at Murray Hospital. "By providing this technology,
we are able to increase awareness and knowledge of sudden cardiac
arrest and cardiovascular disease. and most importantly, save lives."
This improvement in healthcare safety is just the beginning of
what the Endowment for Healthcare can provide for the community. With additional support from our donors, we can continue to create new services and programs, and purchase new equipment to
improve the level of healthcare in our community.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has provided Calloway
County and the surrounding region with comprehensive services
since 1910. Murray Hospital offers a range of inpatient and outpatient care and is expanding healthcare services in Marshall County
to better serve the 30,(0)community members who might benefit
from this convenient care clinic. For more information about projects supported by the Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare.
please contact Keith Travis, VP of Institutional Development at 270762-1908.
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Travis, VP of Institutional Development at
Pictured, from left, are Jeremy Stom, MCCSA. Steve Wilhelm, MCCSA, and Keith
Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County

Blood shortage announced
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood
Donor Center announced today that there is a critical need for A-Positive, A-Negative and 0Negative blood types. They are asking area residents to stop by the Blood Donor Center, or call to
make an appointment, to give blood.
The constant supply of blood provided locally
to the MCCH Blood Donor Center gives the gift
of life to many people. It takes less than an hour to
make a blood donation.
A blood donor must be at least 18 years of age
(or 16 or 17 with parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110 pounds. and pass the
brief physical and health history exams given
prior to donation.

The need for these blood types is critical. If
you arc unable to stop by the Donor Center, the
next Blood Drive in the community will be on the
following date, and everyone is welcome to
attend. The dates are as follows:
• Wednesday, Jan. 5 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. at Kenlake Foods in Murray.
•Wednesday,Jan. 19 from 5-8:30 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church in Hazel.,;
• Tuesday. Jan. 25 from 8 a.m. to 4:3043.m.At
PTL in Murray.
• Wednesday, Jan. 26 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
at the Center for Health and Wellness in Murray.
To make an appointment to donate blood, or to
find out where the next blood drive will be. contact the MCCH Blood Donor Center at 762-1119.

Your brain can ruin New Year's resolutions
"We all as creatures are hard- the pack in another room?
Smokers who'd predicted they
wired that way, to give greater
value to an immediate reward as could resist a lot of temptation
opposed to something that's tended to hold the unlit cigarette
— and were more likely to light
delayed," Volkow says.
Just how that bit of happiness up than those who knew better
turns into a habit involves a than to hang onto the pack, says
chemical Nordgren. He now is beginning
pleasure-sensing
named dopamine. It conditions to study how recovering drug
the brain to want that reward addicts deal with real-world
again and again — reinforcing temptations.
But temptation can be more
the connection each time —
especially when it gets the right insidious than how close at hand
the cigarettes are.
cue from your environment.
Always snack in front of your
People tend to overestimate
their ability to resist temptations favorite TV show? A dopamineof the brain named the
around them, thus undermining rich part
striatum memorizes rituals and
attempts to shed bad habits, says
routines that are linked to getpsychologist
experimental
ting a particular reward.
Loran Nordgren, an assistant explains
Volkow.
NIDA's
professor at Northwestern Eventually, those environmental
University's Kellogg School of cues trigger the striatum to make
Management.
some behaviors almost automat"People have this self-control ic.
Even scientists who recognize
hubris, this belief they can handle more than they can," says it can fall prey.
"I don't like popcorn. But
Nordgren. who studies the tugtime I go to the cinema. I
of-war between willpower and every
have to eat it," Volkow says. "It's
temptation.
fascinating."
In one experiment, he measMuch of what scientists know
smokers
heavy
whether
ured
about dopamine's role in habit
could watch a film that romanti- formation comes from the study
cizes the habit — called "Coffee of alcohol and drug addiction.
and Cigarettes" — without tak- but its a key player in more
ing a puff. Upping the ante. common habits. too, especially
they'd be paid according to their overeating.
In fact. for anything that links
level of temptation: Could they
reward,
hold an unlit cigarette while an action and a
"dopamine is indispensable for
the
on
pack
Ledger
the
Keep
the
to
watching?
Special
the formation of these habits."
Prinialy Care Medical Center table? Or did they need to leave
Volkow sass.
reminds the public that January
is Cervical Health Awareness
Month. '
Cervical cancer, when detect,
New Year...
ed early, is nearly 100 percent
New You...
. curable. All women are encout WCan
aged to see their health .•,
provider for regular pap I.
Help!
Early detection saves lives, st •
Chiropractic & Functional Rehab
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practitioner about cervical canprevenDr. Patrick Thornton
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your regular pap test.

LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Uhoh. the new year's just begun
and already you're finding it
hard to keep those resolutions to
junk the junk food, get off the
couch or kick smoking. There's
a biological reason a lot of our
bad habits are so hard to break
— they get wired into our
brains.
That's not an excuse to give
how
Understanding
up.
unhealthy behaviors become
ingrained has scientists learning
some tricks that may help good
habits replace the bad.
"Why are bad habits stronger?
You're fighting against the
power of an immediate reward,"
says Dr. Nora Volkow. director
of the National Institute on Drug
Abuse and an authority on the
brain's pleasure pathway.
It's the fudge vs. broccoli
choice: Chocolate's yum factor
tends to beat out the knowledge
that sticking with veggies brings
an eventual reward of lost
pounds.

Cervical cancer
is curable when
detected early
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Centerfor Health & Wellness
offers January education events
Spacial to the Ledger
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering educational events during the
month of January to members.
MCCH employees, as well as
the general community.
The Miracle Moments
Maternity Center will be offering Prepared Childbirth Classes
in the hospital cafeteria on
Monday nights, Jan. 10. 17,and
24 from 7-9 p.m. Pre-registration is required for all the classes. A Siblings Class will be
offered on Monday. Jan. 31
from 7-8 p.m. in the Private
Dining Room beside the cafeteria. For more information, to
pre-register for any of the classes, or to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle
Moments Maternity Unit, call
Elizabeth Khadem at 762-1940.
Clayton
Cooper
The
Smoking Cessation program
begins Tuesday. Jan. 4, from
5:30-6:30 p.m. in the Center for
Health & Wellness Classroom
and runs for 13 consecutive
Tuesdays. The program encourages the use of nicotine
replacement therapy and provides weekly educational sessions in a support environment.

In order to have the class, there
must be five people pre-registered. To register, or for more
information, call 762-1348.
The Center for Diabetes will
SelfDiabetes
hold
Management Classes at the
Center for Health & Wellness
on Tuesday. Jan. II. and
Wednesday. Jan. 12. from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. These classes
help create awareness on the
latest diabetic treatments and
self-management techniques
available. For more information, or to sign up for the classes. call 762-1806 or 1-800-8221840. ext. 1806. Pre-registration is required.
Come join us for a LAPBAND® Educational Seminar
on Thursday. Jan. 13. from 6-7
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library. If you're at
least 18 years old and are overweight with a Body Mass Index
greater than 35, the LAPBAND® System may be right
for you. Join Dr. Brian Swain
and learn more about this new
procedure offered at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. To
reserve your spot. contact
Bariatric Solutions at 7621547.

The Center for Health &
Wellness will be hosting the Fit
Youth Team Monthly Meeting
on Friday. Jan. 14. from 9-10
a.m, in the Wellness Center
Classroom, The Fit Youth Team
is a community coalition that
provides planning. programming and advocacy to impact
healthy lifestyles and wellness
of youth and families in Murray
and Calloway County. This
coalition welcomes all new
members of all walks of life.
For more information. contact
Melissa Ross at 762-1832.
Join Heather Richmond.
MCCH Registered Dietitian.
for A "How To" Course in
Label Reading on Tuesday. Jan.
IS. from 12:30-1 p.m. in the
Center for Health and Wellness
Classroom. Richmond will
teach show people some simple
tricks on how to decipher those
confusing food labels. A crucial
part of being healthy is taking
the time to know what you're
eating. so take the first step by
learning how to use food labels
to your advantage. For more
int -minion. call 762-1348.
For more inlOrmation On
programs or free screenings at
the Center for Health &
Wellness. call 762_ I las

N FIRST PLACE
A CHRIST CENTERED HEALTH PROGRAM

a

To J oin You Must Attend
The Orientation Meeting
DATE: Jan. 9, 2011

oit DATE:Jan. 10,2011

al TIME: 4:30 p.m.

TIME:6:30 p.m.

PLACE: Grace Baptist
4
.11

PLACE: Blood River
Baptist Assoc. Office

Church

617 S. 9th St.
Murray, KY 42071

47 Aurora Hwy.
Hardin, KY 42048

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Martha Norsworthy, 753-5400
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 10-CI-00417
BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY INC , D/WA
BENEFICIAL, MORTGAGE CO OF KENTUCKY.

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY.

CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES. INC.

DEFENDANTS.

This being the same property conveyed to James R Price and Joann Price. husband arid wife by deed dated June 25, 1996, of record in Rook 231. at Page 312.
:n the Office of the Calloway County Clerk
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit barns of thirty
days. but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall he required to depotot
ten percent 1104,10f the hid amount, and to make bond with sufficient sureties to
secure payment id the remainder of the purchase price, said bond, leansigUntscrest at 12,,,r per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due anpayable
in thirty days A lien shall berretained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the property shall he eeld
subject to the current ad valorem taxes

NOTICE OF SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00353
CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES. INC.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Salt entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on August 9. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $71.657.62. plus interest, and further pursuant to Order entered December 13. 2010. I shall proceed
to offitr for sale at the Courthouse door in the City ot Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.
January '21 2011, at the hour of 144181 am,local time, or thereabout, the follow
ing described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address
being Lot #19 Western Shores, Murray. KY 42071 and being more particularly
described as follows
Being designated as Lot 19, Legacy Cove North, WES'TERN SHORES. as shown
on the plat of same of record in Plat Book 39. Page 5.5. Slide :3771. in the office ol
the Calloway County Court Clerk in Murray, Kentucky. to which plat specific ref,
erence is hereby made for a more particular descnption of said lot
Subject to covenants and restrictions for WE-STERN SHORES recorded in Book
643, Page 415, amended in Book 1051, Page 786, in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office in Murray. Kentucky.
Subject to all restrictions. conditions, requirements and easements as set out in
several deeds 1181 from the United States of America Tennessee Valley Authonty
of record in the office of the Calloway County Clerk in Murray. Kentucky.
Subject to TVA Restriction which does not convey any right to construct or main
tam a private water use facility Rights of ingress and egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain private water use facilitie,
which may have accrued to this lot, if any. are vested in Western Shores Group
Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the Association Agreement
and only through the TVA 26A permit already issued to the Group Dock
Association or subsequent such permits so issued
Except any interest in the coal. oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other miner
ais, it any
Being the same property conveyed t,i Evan P Duggan by deed of Conveyance
from KY Land Partners. LL('. dated July II, 2007, of record in Book 708. Page
38:3. in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Offiee in Murray. Kentucky
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
days. but if sold on a credit of 45 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent (10'i i of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within forty-five i45) days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 120 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
payable in forts.fivedays A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security All delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid. hut shall be sold
subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

This 22nd day of December. 2010
liespr ctfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
November 8, 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $61,308.08. plus interest. I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the
of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 14, 2011, at
the hour of 10 00 a m , local time. or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 3088 Furches
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly descnbed as follow.
That certain tract or parcel of land lying and being in Calloway County
Kentucky and more particularly desenbed as follows
A 1.508 acre trect of land as surveyed by the firm of Geotech Engineering and
Testing Inc On October 12. 2000 and being known as a minor subdivision plat of
the John Fortin property as recorded in plat book 23, page 98, slide 2812. located
on the east side of Furches trail approximately 6 5 miles southwest of the City of
Murray as measured from the intersection of Twelfth and Main. lying in
Calloway County, Kentucky and being more particularly described as follows
Beginning at an inn pin weap 03499i set :30 feet east ef the centerline of
Furches Trail and 2021146 feet south of the centerline of Billy Paschall road. said
pin being the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land. thence, south
89 degrees 11 minutes 42 seconds east for a distance of 277 14 feet with a new
division line of John Fortin to an iron pin weap S3499(set); thence. south 19
degrees 47 minutes 45 seconds east for a distance of 231 31 feet with a new division line of Fortin to an iron pin w(cap 03499 iseti at the southeast corner of the
herein described tract, thence. north 86 degrees 52 minutes 41 seconds west for a
distance of 3.53 39 feet continuing with a new division line of Fortin to an inn pin
wrap 1134991aeti 30 feet east of the centerline of Furches trail, thence. north 191
degrees 43 minutes 58 seconds west for a distance of 202 30 feet with the east
side of Furches trail to the point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenants. easements, and restrictions of record
Being the same property conveyed to Jiro Cain. an unmarried person, by Deed
dated November 17. 2000 recorded on December 19, 2000 in Ifeed Book 363. Page
167 of the Clerk's Records in Calloway County. Kentucky Jim Cain died on
January 2/4. 2010
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
hut if sold on a credit of 30 days the purchaser shall he required to depoeit ten
percent Iftri i of the bid amount, and to make bond with sufficient sureties to
secure payment of the remainder of tlw purchase price, said bond. bearing interest at 12', per annum from the date of salt. until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days A lien shall he retained ion the property as additional secunty
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, hut the property shall be sold
subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 22nd das of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commiasioner
Calloway Circuit Court

KELLY JOINER. UNION PLANTERS BANK
IF NORTHWEST TENNESSEE, FSB
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY.

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE
UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS, WHO ARE THE HEIRS ANDA)R
DEVISEES AND/OR LEGATEKS OF ELSIE MAZUREK A/KA
ELSIE A. MAZL'REK, UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS. WHO MAY
HAVE OR CLAIM AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY WHICH
IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS ACTION. THROUGH
ELSIE MAZUREK A/KA ELSIE A MAZUREK, UNKNOWN
SPOUSE. IF ANY. OF ELSIE MAZUREK A/KA ELSIE A MAZUREK.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KLAN PROPERTIES, 1.I.C,
DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 13. 2010, in the above cause. to satisfy. the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $57,975 75. plus interest. I shall proceed
to ober for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at pablic auction on Friday. January 21. 2011, at
the hour of 10-00 a m . local time, or thereabout, the following described prepertc
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 290 Mazurek
Circle. Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot 1841 and Lot 189 of Unit II Croppie Hollow Shores as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 100, of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
Subject to covenants and restrictions an set out in Deed Book 525, Page

0i211

Being the same property conveyed to Edward Stanley Mazurek, and wife, Elise
A Mazurek, by deed from Virginia D Hudson. dated November 18, 2003, of
record in }bark .525, Page 520, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court (Edward Mazurek deceased on May II. 200.5, and Elsie Mazurek
deceased on August 2, 2010
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30,
days. but if sold on a credit Iif 30 days, the purchaser shall he required to deposit
wtth the Commissioner ten percent I 10014 of the bid amount, and to make band
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder it the purchase price
said bond, bearing interest at 12" per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty days A lien shall hr retatned In the proper.
ty as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but
the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Comnototioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Check us out on the Web!

The aforementioned
hut If sold on a cred
the Commissioner t,
sufficient surety to I
bond, bearing inter,
fully due and payab
additional security
property shall be so

This 2nd day of Dec
Respectfully submit
MAX W PARKER
Master Commission
Calloway Circuit Cc

Being the same property conveyed to Kelly Joiner and husband. Thomas Joiner,
by deed from Gail Fitton. dated March 21,2(8)3. of record in Book 477, Page 306,
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court (Thomas Joiner
deveased on August 29. 2005, and pursuant to the survivorship clause in said
ileed. the property ac owned in lee simple by Kelly Joiner(
The aforenientioned property shall be mild on a cash or credit basis of thirty
tlays, but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
ten percent (10'. of the bid amount and to make bond with sufficient sureties to
secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price, said bond, bearing interest at 12.4 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable
;n thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid hut the property shall be sold
subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

BAYVIEW LOAN 81
A DELAWARE LIM
VS

NOTICE •

JOHN LUMBRO,U;
KIMBRO, CAPITA!
NCO PORTFOLIO
NU ISLAND PART]
(1F KENTUCKY,CI

By virtue of a Judi
on November
Plaintiff in the apt
to offer for sale at t.1
Kentucky, to the hig
the hour of 10 00 a
located in Calloway
Murray, KY 42071.
A tract of land 9 no
west corner of the I.
Klmbro. and wife. N
recorded in Book 14
I John W Kimbro su
upon the death of N
survivorship pronto
Court

County Tax Records Open for Listing
rhe Calloway County property atotessment txstks will he open during the months
, d January and February to hat real estate for the county and state property tax
year beginning January 1,2011
During this time, it will be necessary to list changes made to property that would
affect the value New houses, buildings, mobile homes, and any other type of
made to property or existing buildings should he reported

I ni provements

Mobtle homes that have been bought, traded. or relocated should be reported
Make. year, and size are necessary information needed to make an accurate valuation
Home owners who will he 65 years of age during the year should niake application
for the homestead exception during this t lute Homeowners w/ut have moved from
/me residence to another must re-apply Failure to make this-change could result in
the loss of benefits The homestead exemption for 2011 will be $34,000

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00532
tEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRI'ST COMPANY,
05 INDENTURE TRUSTEE. ON BEHALF OF THE
FOLDERS OF THE ACCREDITED MORTGAGE LOAN
TRUST 2006-2 ASSET BACKED NOTES,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order if' Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November '22, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the appniximate amount of $60,979.11. plum interest. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County,
Kentucky. to the highest bidder. at public auction on Fnday. January' 14, 2011. at
the hour of 10-00
, local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located :n Calloway County Kentucky'. with its address being 160 Navigator
Lane. Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows:
Lots 12B and 13A. Unit 1 of Crappie Hollow Shores as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book :1, Page 86, in the Office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court i Parcel S088-D-0012-Bi

The office of Ronnie Jackiotn, Property Valuation Administrator, is located on the
first floor of the courthouse We will be glad to answer questions regarding this
notice You may reach us at 753-3482. Monday through Friday from 8 00am to
4 30pm

PLAINTIFF

ALSO. Beginning 1
said beginning poin
southeast intersect'
4 degrees east, and
to Grantee by Carl(
north 86 degrees 48
degrees west for a d
Sycamore Street. th
Ytoutherly pntperty I
beginning, together
highways, streets ai

Being that property
Sons. LLC, of recorc
County Court.

NOTICE OF SALE

Car dealers must submit an itemized list of automobiles in their inventory on
January 1 Tangible returns should be filed by May 15th Returns received after
May 15th deadline will he marked delinquent and forwarded to Frankfort

This 22nd day of December. 20111
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

GREGORY ALLAN CAIN,ANDREW CAIN,
JONATHON CAIN, AMANDA CAIN,
JOE FE ORR, EDWINA K SCHWEIR,
LARRY E CAIN, MARY KATHRYNE CAIN.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT SPOUSE OF GREGORY ALLAN CAIN,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF ANDREW CAIN.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT.SPOUSE OF JONATHON CAIN,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF AMANDA CAIN.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JOE F ORR,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF EDWINA K SCHWEIR,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF LARRY E CAIN,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF MARY KATHRYNE CAIN.
DEFENDANTS
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT OCCUPANT,

PLAINTIFF.

PLAINTIFF
VS

EVAN DUGGAN, THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
EVAN DUGGAN and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

Beginning at the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the
southwest corner of the Henry West property, Deed book 120. page 386. said
, point being an existing won pipe 84 64 feet South of the centerline of Vine Street
and 21 19 feet East of the centerline of South Eighth Street, thence, North 87'
3738" F.ast, 88 16 feet with the said West's south property line to a No 4 rebar
set at the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land, thence. South 1'
37 17- East, 70.70 feet with the Johnnie Lane West property line to a No. 4
rebai• set at the southeast corner of the hcrein descnbed tract of land. thence.
South 87' 37'38' West,87 43 feet with the Jean Bird north property line. Book
163. card 2436 feet to an eitiating iron pin at the southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land, thence, North 2' 12' 36' West, 70.70 feet with the east
side of South Eighth Street to the point of beginning

VS

C EMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUI"'COURT
Civil Action NO 10-CI-00236

PLAINTIFF,

By virtue of an In Rum Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on Oetober 20. 2010. in the above cause to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 345.533443. plus interest, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse dour in the City of Murray,
Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.
January 14. 2011 at the hour of 1000 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address
being 403 South 14th Street, Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly
described as follows
A0 143 acre tract of:and located at 403 South Eighth Street. Murray. Kentucky..
being Lot 1 of the Minor subdivision Plat of record in the Calloway County Court
clerk's office in Plat Book Is. page 27 and more particularly described as follows

VISA

Legal
Notice

1
1

NOTICE OF SALE

JAMES R PRICE. JOANN PRICE,
BENEFICIAL LOAN CORPORATION OF KENTUCKY.
1.VNV FUNDING. LLC.

Beginning at the so
south 4 degrees eaa
distance of 109 feet
343 feet. thence nortl
point en the soothe
48 minutes west an
distance of 83 feet t

010

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALIAMAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00060

VS
VS

010
Legal
Notice

By virtue of a Judi
Court on November
Plaintiff in the apt
to offer for wale at tl
Kentucky. to the hit
the hour of 1000 a
located in Calloway
Street, Murray. KY
All that certain teat
described situated ci
.ind State of Kentut

Fri. 10 am
Mon. 10 am.
Hon. 12 pal.
WEI 10 a.m.
Tim 101.5
Thur. 12 pcnt

cr11 1 any schrrorthrt mato r

,

NOTICE

MIt HAEL ADAM
AMBER R HALEY

Get Your GED
Preparatory Training
FREE!

SEALED Bids taken on
unit
#6
Parkside
Storage Also a Ford
truck, no title at this
time Bids taken on
Friday
1 17(2011,
5 30pm-7 00pm

Subscribe to the

Screen Printing
1604 Hwy.121
Bypass Murtay
f270)753-7743
ris murrapky net
PADUCAH
Day Or
Night Real Estate 96/hr
Licensing
Class.
Begins
1-6-2011.
Graduate few weeks
up to 12 months
Location.
Caldwell
Banker
Conference
Room. Exit 4 Pre-reg
ister
cash, check.
debit/credit cards, payment plan. 270-2230789.
American
Career
Training Real Estate
School. since 1992
E-mail
deloiseadams @yahoo.
corn

Notice

STEEL
BUILD!
YEAR END CLO:
OUT' SAVE THC
SANDS'
Cance
Orders, Repo's. 30:
16x20. 24x25. 0thi
Limited supply sel
for Balance Ow
Disc
Additional
Program Savings 8
352-0469

* *s
Dorit Be A
s
i
NIL]
PZR is

Faye's Custom
Embroidery &

1
I
* _ 1

M I'RRAI

-LEDGER&TIMES*
Home Delivery
3 mo.
$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00
I I yr.
3105.00

I
I

Rest of KY/TN
A. Roy halm

3 mo
6 mi...
1 1 yr
I
Check

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

Local Mail
3 mo...6 mo.
1 yr.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
't mu.
$75.0G
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

1
1
1
1

1
Money Order

Visa
1

Name
I
1
1
1
1
1

I

135.00
$•63.00
$110.00

St. Address
City ,
State
.
Daytime Ph.

1

Zip

Mail this coupon with payment to

This 22nd day of T
Respectfully submit
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commission
Calloway Circuit Ca

020'

Calloway County
Adult fr Family Education
270-759-5525

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

The aforementioned
doss, but if sold on
with the Committal°
with sufficient surei
said bond, bearing
and fully due and p.
as additional seeurr
the property shall b

-

THE Murray Ledge
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Readers using
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ay whatsoever for
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JUST give us a Cl
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Your loved one we
try to find,
-Cause we all has
Furry or Feathere
Friends Here all!
Ledger & Times

Call 753-191
MISSING! Male bl.
Australian Sheph
;
Family
Browns Grove ar
Reward S500.
270-293-9217
The •

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
eir call 127017M-1916
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Notice

Pifeet the Babies of 2010!

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT Ct ft'RT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00474
S BANK, NATIONAL AS.SOCIAT1ON.
VS

FP. 100.
- Fri.10a.m
Non.10a.m,
Mot 12 p.m.
Ned.10a.m
TburlOa.m.
rhur.11p.m

VISA

•LAINTIFF

MVF
gioup
Pi.AIN I H

NOTICE OF SALE

hismit
sent of the
hall proceed
iv County.
14, 2011, at
ied propert
vtgator
!lows
of sena.
f the

MICHAEL ADAM HALEY, and
AMBER R HALEY, his wife,

DEFEND.N% I -

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Callowah
Court on November 22. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $40.324.18. plus interest. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the i'ity of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 14. 2011. at
the hour of 101.10 a m., local time, or thereabout the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being Al I Sycamore
Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as l'ollows
All that certain tract or parcel of land and premises hereinafter particularly
described situated and lying and being in the City of Murray, County of Callow:,
and State of Kentucky
Begmrung at the southeast intersection of Sycamore arid Ninth Streets, thence
south 4 degrees east and along the easterly property line of Ninth Street for a
distance of 109 feet, thence north 116 degrees 48 minutes east for a distant e
83 feet: thence north 4 degrees 00 minutes west for a distance of 109 feet te
point on the southerly property line of Sycamore Street thence south 86 degra 48 minutes west and along the southerly property line of Sycamore Street for a
distance of
feet to the point of beginning
ALSO: Beginning at a point on the southerly property line of Sycamore Street
said beginning point being north 86 degrees 48 minutes east and 83 feet from the
southeast intersection of 9th Street and Sycamore Street; thence running south
4 degrees east, and with the east boundary line of the property this day conveyed
to Grantee by Carl C. Lancaster, and others, for a distance of 109 feet, thence
north 46 degrees 48 minutes east for a distance of 66 feet, thence north 4
degrees west for a distance of 109 feet to a point on the southerly property line of
Sycamore Street: thence south 86 degrees 48 minutes west and along the
southerly property line of Sycamore Street for a distance of 66 feet to the point
beginning: together with all rights, reversionary or otherwise. in the abutting
highways, streets and alleys

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110'i I of the bid amount and to make bond with
sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price, said
bond. bearing interest at 123 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and
fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the propeity aadditional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but th,
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 2nd day of December, 2010
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

By virtue of a JudgmentAnd Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 11,2010. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $16.'223 68. plus interest, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 21. 2011. at
the hour of 10 00 a m,local time, or thereabout, the following desenbed property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 1888 Furches Trail.
Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows'
A tract of land 9 rods north and south by 18 rods east and west out of the southwest corner if the land described by deed from Edison Kimbn, to John W
Kunbro, and wife. Minnie Florence Kinihro. dated September 4. 1969, and
recorded in Book 140. Page 333. an the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
iJohn W Kimbro succeeded, as fee simple ownership of the foregoing property
upon the death of Minnie Florence Kimbro on January 29, 2005 pursuant to the
survivorship provisions of the aforesaid deed
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty 160,
days, but if sold on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent 10'y I of the bid amount, and to make bond
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price
said bond, bearing interest at 12'4 per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in sixty days A hen shall be retained on the propert,
as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but
the property shall be sold subject to the 2010 and subsequent ad valorem taxes
This 22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Help Wanted

ning

tion

1ES*:

!stall

r taiI
itions
-..$75A1C
-3%01
3145.00

BUILDING
STEEL
YEAR END CLOSEOUT, SAVE THOUCanceled
SANDS,
Orders, Repo's. 30x35.
16x20. 24,25, others.
Limited supply selling
for Balance Owed
Display
Additional
Program Savings. 866352-0469
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
-Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
MISSING; Male black
Australian Shepherd
pet
Family
mix
Browns Grove area
Reward $500
270-293-9217

COMMUNITY Options.
Inc . a national non•
profit dedicated to
empowering Individuals wi developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking
Community
in
Staff
Support
Benton. KY FT. PT and
opportunities
Sub
available ,
Responsibilities
include assisting w/
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living. administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and accompanying individual to &
from appointments /
activities. H S diploma /
GED. a valid Driver's
License w/ a good driving record and a clean
background
are a
must, EOE Please submit
to
resume
Carla.Spencer como
p.org or fax to.
270-906-2284

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on out ilassitied,
w(+page at
murray ledger cont.
you will be redirected
to lohnetwori u. om
By default.
Murray and lis al sib
letings will appear on

fic .,chsute
Hoy.evet.a....1 national
welwate, nos all listing,
on the jobnetwork tom
.uie placed thiough
the fauna!, Ledget
& Times Please ...ill
us it visa hast, aah
questions iegarding
IIN: MUIT11\• area
Job listings Thank hou

LAUGH, Learn, & Grow
childcare facility seeking a Full-Time teacher
for out i yr old classroom ExpVrience is
preferred but not necessary Apply in person
at 814 Coldwater Rd
Murray, KY
270-761 O808

PECO
SBG Real Property
Professionals is leekknowledgeable,
mg
hard-working.
and
licensed independent
agents to loin our real
estate team, please
resumes
send
to
resumes itsbgproperty.com

The Place to

Accepting

resumes
Alf sales careers
& other positions
Send to:
P 0, Box 363
Murray. KY
42071
090
Domestic & Childcare

Start..

Murray Ledger & Times
(270)75311916

WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
References
293-3253

Weight

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753'4'09
Buying & Seli.r- y
old U S Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures. Free gills
for kids. Buy -and
appraise coins 270753-4161
FOR SALE: 2 Color
older TV's. 1- 19 inch
$20. 1- 27 inch $30.
DVD's,
and
VCR
Tapes. Call 270-2278721 after 4.00pin, if
interested in purchas
mg any or all.
HAY for sale
$300/ Bale
753-1287
Shop
Smith
with
Vacuum, Band Saw,
Router. Lathe & Tools.
Excellent Shape
Call 270-527-5702 or
270-559-1757
Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
210

F"11°d
FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 293
1357 or 270-559-1424
Musical

MUSIC
LESSONS
03 Chestnut St
Guitar. Piano, Drums
Voice & more.
Piano Tuning
DJ &

1 OR 2br apts. flea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1808 Monroe 3BR
duplex, C/HA, ePcl,
$500
4BR house near MSU
$700
753-0606
1BR Apartment. Clean
& Nice. All appliances
including WiD. No pets.
270-436-2524,
Col(270-293-6906
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$270/mo. 767-9037
1BR. price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus. no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980
2BR, 1 5BA Duplex in
Lynn Grove 270-2937404. 270-293-6448
2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225
2BR. CNA, all appliances. large master
bedroom deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR. 2BA, garage &
fenced yard 908 N
20th Street Apt-B
$ 800 , deposit
5800/rent
270-753-8242
46R, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
lst Full Mo Rent Free

Garden
Essex Doy,n,
Apartments

Calloway

I 505 Diuguid Drisc
i BR & 2BR Apt.
270-753-8556
TOD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
ntoti upportonit•

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
Phone
accessible.
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm TOD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

Sound

270 78-1961
Mobiir Homes For Sale
3BR
2BA
Maunufactured Home
on 2 5,acres 30x40
Shop and Ou -Building
$75.000 270-436-2905

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill.
water, trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211

August 3, 2010
Sibs 14oz • 20Joey and Stephanie Peck

Length
Name of
Parents
Name:
Phone'
Send $10 payment, photo, name of
baby, date of birth, weight & length,
parents' names* and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Temporary Tobacco Farm Labor Labor Wage $9 71
per hour 3/4 contract hours guaranteed All tools
and equip furnished at no charge Housing
pnivided for those beyond conimuting at no cost
Transportation and subsistence pay. after Se0 of
contract
completed' Transport
daily
to
work site Apply for this job at nearest Office
of State Workforce Agency in this state Using Job
order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subject to random drug and alcohol
tmds post employment at employers expense.

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

Li

Date of Birth

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABOR
02/28P2011 to 12/15/2011 KY0417157
Workman Farms INC Hazel, KY IS openings,

3B0 $295.00
753-6012

•

•

This is a full time position with a fast growing
company.
Please send resume to.
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield, KY 42066
leannatucker@mvpgroupint.com

Mobile Sores For Rent

GIRL

Macey Ar, Po •

NAME OF CHILD

•Vacation

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

DEFENDANTS

BOY

Excellent benefit package:
•Health • dental • vision • supplemental
insurance
.9 paid holiday
•401K

Computers

BAYVIEW LOAN SERVICING, LLC.
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY,

BABIES'OF 2010 FORM

Lab Tech must have 2 years experience in
related field

Will Clean Houses
270-493-0340

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-C1-00609

4-

viduals to work as a lab technician Candidates
must possess assertiveness, initiative, and
have the ability to multi-task. pay special attention. to details. and coordinate daily operations
and activities within or between departments
Must enforce safety and sanitation regulations

Domestic & CNIdcare

JOHN KIMBRO, UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF JOHN
KIMBRO,CAPITAL ONE BANK i USAI, NA.
NCO PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT,INC.,
NU ISLAND PARTNERS, LLC,COMMONWEALTH
(1F KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.

the month,
iroperty tax

Lab Tech

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

A local manufactunng facility is looking for Ind:

Being that property conveyed to the Defendant, by deed from Max Arnold &
Sons, LLC, of record at deed hook 718. page 227, Clerk's Office of the Calloway
County Court
ENDANTS

Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
of your baby born in 2010.

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2010
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
• no other information will he listed

I

Apartments For Rent

NEAR university. Like
new large 28R C/H/A.
Low utilities Quiet.
What you've been
looking for $450•
deposit
(270)978-0913
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Very nice large. 1BR.
All appliances, including washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator.
stove_
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600:mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

2 Rooms available 1.5
blocks from
MSU.
$300/month, utilities
included.
270-5621324
Study in paradise.
9/miles from campus.
515 Saddle Ln. 6/acres
$500imo
206-883-6219

Houses For Rent

I

VERY nice 3BR with
garage, OH/A, and
appliances Colemar.
RE
753-9898

Publication Date: 1/22/11
Deadline to submit photo and
informtition: 1/17/11 at 5PM
For more information, call
Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson at
753-1 91 6

ON BEAc
II
IVIINI
STORAGE I
1114

All Size Units • Climate Cont 1
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

360
Storage Rentals

812 WhItaiell Ave.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSL, $20-50
753-7668

753-3853

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St RI. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

10 X 10 arid 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

Services Offered

°crier of Ill S. A Glendale.
IOXIO $25 lex15 540

(2701436-2524
12701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Conerericai Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
- $1000 00/month
270-492-8211

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Bnarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SRG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions Remodeling,
Roofing Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
hoe
track
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

FREE
PICK UP

1BR, Lease & Deposit

No Pets
270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2BR.
IBA,
2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
2BR, 1BA. CIA/A, all
appliances $350 •
deposit & references
No Pets, 270-753-1059
3 & 4BR Houses
Available
C/H/A,
Various
Locations,
Coleman RE 270-753
9898
3 bedroom 1 bath
house for rent with 8
acres located in Hazel
$67500 a month We
also have a 3 bedroom
2 bath house in Murray
for
$700.00
We
require a one year
lease, one
month
deposit and no pets
Call for further information 270-753-2905
3BR 2BA HOUSE
with garage Close to
shopping & MSU
707 Chestnut
References Required
Rent To Own option
$650• deposit
270-227-1126
NICE 2BR, 113A, C/1-1/A
IGAS). N. 4th St. New
windows & flooring
$450/month. Available
January 1st. Also 2 Ba
Shop behind house
available
270-753-6855

270-293-5624
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
430
Real Estate

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
I
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REDUCED Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient. 3BR 2BA 2car garage 2,240 sg
ft cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway.
large lot No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781, 559-2032

We Finance
hollandmotorsalescom

270-753-4461

YOUR -AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH

CALL 753-11116

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, tire
wood Insured
489-2839
6" Continuous

Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

Owner
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• 10,,
759-lis, 1 • 2', ]-•
:0
-,t4

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

TvIn Murdock • 243-1722
Display.Hours. 8110430

753-7728

Handyman Work

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Cleat
out garages, gutter,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
12701 293 8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Odd Jobs, Repairs,
Home, Auto.'
Carpentry. Light

7534081

Electrical, Mobile
Welding. Yards. &
Much More
NO Job Too Small
270-978-0273
CHASE F1.'
Care 8yrs
293-8814
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classifiedemurrayledger.com
INDEX

ADIUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
inserron Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

010
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025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
170
100
140
150
155
160
165
180

Lege Melee
Notice
Pet.nats
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And F..
Mete Want.
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Business Opportune
'
,
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Computers
Apprence Parts
Want To Buy
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Appliances
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Sports Equipment
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Business Rentats
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klonday

Fn.',0 am
Fri 10a m
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Small Sayer
Tuesday

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each

Wednesday

Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
3 35 extra tor Smart Saver OvIon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Thursday

$8.50 Column Inch, 60' o Discount 2nd Run,
40'. Discount 3rd Run.
i Ali .i Ads Must Rt.II IVI11101 <, Rai Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

By virtue of a Jedgm
November 21
Plaintiff in the appre
to offer for sale at the
Kentucky, to the highs
the hour of 10.00 a m
located in Calloway C.
Street, Murray. KY 42
All that certain tract c
described situated an<
and State of Kentucky

Court On
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

VISA
usvmmi

Beginning at the soutl
south 4 degrees east a
distance of 109 feet,
83 feet. thence north 4
point on the southerly
48 minutes west and i
distance of 8.3 feet to t

PLAINTIFF

AL-S'O. Beginning at
said beginning point b
southeast intersection
4 degrees east, and wi
to Grantee by Carl C
north 86 degrees 48..
degrees west for a dial
Sycamore Street, then
southerly property lini
beginning, together wi
highways, streets and

010
Legal
Notes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00417
BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY INC • IVIEVA
BENEFICIAL MORTGAGE CO OF KENTUCKY.

CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES,INC.
BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY.

PLAINTIFF
VS

PLAINTIFF
VS

VS

CoMMONWEALTII OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action Ni,.10-C1-00236

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00065

NOTICE OF SALE

•IAMES R PRICE, JOANN PRICE.
BENEFICIAL LOAN CORPORATION OF KENTUCKY.
LVNV FUNDING. LLC.

EVAN DUGGAN. THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
EVAN DUGGAN and CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY,
DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of an In Ross Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on October 25. 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the
.lodgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $45,533.83. plus interest. I shall proceed to offer for gale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
I 'alloway County. Kentucky. Co the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
January 14. 2011, at the hour of 10700 am., local time, or thereabout, the followng deacnbed property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address
being 403 South 8th Street. Murray. KY 42071. and being noire particularly
described as follows:
A 0.143 acre tract of land located at 403 South Eighth Street, Murray, Kentucky,
being Lot 1 of the Minor subdivouton Plat of record in the Calloway County Court
clerk's office in Plat Book 8. page 27 and more particularly described as follows:
Bei,nniung at the northwest corner of the herein described tract IA land and the
southwest corner of the Henry West property. Deed book 125. page 386. said
point being an existing iron pipe 84 64 feet South of the centerline if Vine Street
and 21 19 feet East of the centerline of South Eighth Street, thence, North 87'
17' 3fr East 88 16 feet with the said West's 'south property line to a No 4 rebar
<et at the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land. thence. South 1'
IT 17' East. 70 70 feet with the Jahnnie Lane West property line to a No 4
rebar set at the southeast corner of the herein Mawr-died tract of land. thence.
'south 87' 37' 38" Weed. 87 43 feet with the Jean Bird north property line. Book
163. card 2436 feet to an rimming iron pin at the southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land. thence. North 2' 12' 36 West, 70.70 feet with the east
code of South Eighth Street to the point of beginning
I'M, tieing the same property conveyed to James R Price and Joann Price. hoc.
band and wife by deed dated June 25. 1996. of record in Book 231, at Page 312
the Offica of the Calloway County Clerk

Being that property c<
Sons. LLC. of record a
County Court

NOTICE OF SALE

KELLY JOINER, UNION PLANTERS BANK
OF NORTHWEST TENNESSEE, FSB.
AND CALLAMAY COUNTY,

NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

The aforementioned p
hut if sold on a credit
the Commissioner ten
sufficient surety to set
bond, bearing interest
fully due and payable
additional security A
property shall be sold

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 22. 2010, in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 860.979 It. plus Interest. I shall proceed
10 113er for sale at the Courthouse dcor in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky. too the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. January 14. 2011 at
the hour of 10,00 a.m local time, tor thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 160 Navigator
Lane. Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows.
Lots I2B and 13A, Unit 1 of Crappie Hollow Shores as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book), Page 86, in the Office of the Clerk oof the
i'alloway County Court (Parcel 0088-1)-0012.Bi

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on August 9. 2010, in the above cause. Co satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of E71,657 62, plus interest, and further pursuant to Order entered December 13, 2010, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway ['ounty.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.
January 21. 2011. at the hour of 1000 am local time, or thereabout. the follow mg described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address
being Lot *19 Western Shores, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Being designated AS thOt 19. Legacy Cove North. WESTERN SHORES. as shown
on the plat of same of record in Plat Book 39. Page 55. Slide 3771 in the office of
the Calloway County Court Clerk in Murray. Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is hereby made for a more particular description of said lot

This 2nd day of Decen
Respectfully submitteo
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

'alloway Circuit Com

Being the same property conveyed to Kelly Joiner and husband. Thomas Joiner,
by deed from Gail Elliott. dated March 21,2003. of record in Book 477. Page 304,.
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. oThornas Joiner
deceased on August 29 2005. and pursuant to the survivorship clause in said
deed, the property m owned in fee simple by Kelly Joiner

Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Book
643, Page 415. amended on Book 651, Page 786. in the Calloway County Clerk's
Office in Murray, Kentucky

The afoorementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit 'lams of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
ten percent o10`, of the. hid amount, and to niake bond with sufficient sureties to
secure payment of the remainder tor the purchase price. said bond, beanng interest at 12., per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable
in thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertains,' and paid. hut the property shall be sold
subject too the current ad valorem taxes

Subject to all restrictions, conditions, requirement., and easement, as set out in
several deeds '18/ from the United States of America Tennessee Valley Authority
of record in the office of the Calloway County Clerk in Murray. Kentucky
Subject to TVA Restnction which does not convey any right to construct or maintain a private water use facility Rights of ingress and egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain pnvate water use facilities
which may have accrued to this lot, if any, are vested in Western Shores Group
Dock Association and are exercised ill acaordance with the Association Agreement
and only through the TVA NA permit already issued to the Group Dock
Association or subsequent such permits so issued

BAYVIEW LOAN SEF
A DELAWARE LIMIT
VS

This 22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-0035.3

VS

NOTICE OF SALE

1 50.9 acre tract of lahd as surveyed by the firm of Geolech Engineering and
Testing Inc On October 12, 2000 and being known as a minor subdivision plat of
the John Fortin property as recorded in plat book 23, page 98, slide 2812, located
the east side of Furcheg trail approximately 6 5 miles southwest of the City of
Murray as measured from the intersection of Twelfth and Main, lying in
Calloway County. Kentucky and being more particularly descnbed as 101/OWS
Beginning at an inon pin wicap #3499 imeti 30 feet east of the centerline of
Furches Trail and 2021.86 feet ....att tif the centerline of Billy Paschall road Said
pin being the northwest corner 01 the herein descnbed tract of land thence, south
isis degrees II minute,. 42 seconds east for a distance of 277_14 feet with a new
division line of John Fortin to an iron pin Wrap #3499 'set thence. south 19
oiegrees 47 minutes 45 seconds east for a distance of 231 31 feast with a new division line of Fortin to an iron pin wrap #3499 (sett at the southeast comer of the
herein described tract, thence, north 86 degrees 52 minutes 41 gecondg west for a
thstance of 353 39 feet continuing with a new division line of Fortin to an iron pin
wtcap 03499 tact 30 feet east of the centerline of Furches trail. thence. north 00
degrees 43 minutes 5t4 seconds west for a distance of 202 30 feet with the east
side of Furches trail to the point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenants, eaaements, and rertnctions of record
Being the same property conveyed to Jim Cain. an unmamed person. by Deed
dated November 17. 2000 recorded on December 19. 2000 in Deed Book 363 Page
167 of the Clerk's Records in Calloway County. Kentucky Jim Cain died on
January 26. 2010
property shall be mold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
hut if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit ten
percent 110's1 of the bid amount, and to make bond with sufficient guretiea to
secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price. said bond bearing interrot
12'u per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable
in thirty days A lien shall be retained an the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be asertained and paid but the property ahail be sold
subject to the current ad valorem taxes
Me aforementioned

Lhis '22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully 'submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
'alloway Circuit Court

Dunng this tune. it will be necessary to list changes made to property that would
affect the value New houses, buildings, mobile homes, and any other type of
improvements made to property oor existing buildings should be reported
Mobile homes that have been bought, traded or relocated should he reported
Make. vear, and size are necessary information needed to make an accurate valuation
Home owners who will be 65 years of age dunng the year should make application
for the homestead exception during this time Homeowners who have moved from
one residence too another must re-apply Failure to make this change could result in
the loss of benefit. The homestead exemption for 2011 will be $34.000

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 10-CI-00532
DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY.
AS INDENTURE TRUSTEE,ON BEHALF OF THE
HOLDERS OF THE ACCREDITED MORTGAGE LOAN
TRUST 2006-2 ASSET BACKED NOTES.
VS

The aforementioned p
days. but if sold on a
with the Commigsiont
with sufficient surety
said bond, bearing int
and fully due and pay
as additional security
the property shall be

The office of Ronnie Jackson, Property Valuation Administrator, is located on the
first floor oif the courthouse We Will be glad to answer questions regarding this
I-"lice.You may reach us at 753-3482. Monday through Friday from 8,00am to
lopm

PLAINTIFF

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 8,2010. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $411,308.08. plus interest. I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouge door in the City of Murray, t'alloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. January 14. 2011, at
the hour of 1001) am . local time. in thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 3088 Furches Trail,
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follow,
That certain tract or parcel of land lying and being ir, Calloway ['toting
Kentucky and more particularly dearnbed as follows

County Tax Records Open for Listing

Car dealers must submit an itemized list of automobiles in their inventory on
January 1 Tangible returns should be filed by May 15th Returns received after
May 15th deadline will be marked delinquent and forwarded to Frankfort

This 22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

GREGORY ALLAN CAIN, ANDREW CAIN.
JONATHON CAIN.AMANDA CAIN,
JOE FE ORB. EDWINA K SCHWEIR.
LARRY E CAIN. MARY KATHRYNE CAIN.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF GREGORY ALLAN CAIN
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT, SPOUSE OF ANDREW CAIN,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JONATHON CAIN.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF AMANDA CAIN,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JOE F ORR,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF EDWINA K SCHWEIR,
UNK.NOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF LARRY E CAIN,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT. SPOUSE OF MARY KATHRYNE CAIN,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT OCCUPANT,
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgn
Court on November 8
Plaintiff in the apprr
to offer for sale at the
Kentucky. to the high
the hour of 1000 a.m
located on Calloway C
Murray, KY 42071. ar
A tract of land 9 rods
west corner oof the Ian
Kimbro, and wife. Mut
recorded its Book 140,
'John W Kimbroo succ
upon the death of Min
survivorship provimor

The Calloway County property assessment books will he open during the months
of January and February to list real estate for the county and state property tax
year beginning January 1.21111

Being the same property conveyed to Evan P Duggan by deed of Conveyance.
from KY Land Partners. LIA'. dated July 11. 2007, of record in Book 708. Page
383. in the Calloway Coanty Court Clerk's Office in MUIT3%. Kentucky
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
days, but if sold on a credit of 45 days. the purchaser shall be required tin deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 1100 I of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within forty-five 1450 days with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 120 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
payable in forty five days A lien shall he retained on the property as additional
secunty MI delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid. hut shall be sold
subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

This 22nd day of December, '21110
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES. INC.,

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed ow reserved in pnor conveyances. and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals It any

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS. WHO ARE THE HEIRS AND/OR
DEVISEES AND/OR LEGATEES OF ELSIE MAZUREK AKA
ELSIE A MAZUREK. UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS. WHO MAY
HAVE OR CLAIM AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY WHICH
IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS ACTION, THROUGH
ELSIE MAZUREK A/KA ELSIE A MAZUREK, UNKNOWN
SPOUSE. IF ANY. OF ELSIE MAZUREK A/KA ELSIE A MAZUREK,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KLAS PROPERTIES. LIA',
DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS

Get Your GEL)
Preparatory Training
FREE!

SEALED Bids taken oi
Rarkside
unit
#6
Storage. Also a Ford
truck, no title at this
time. Bids taken on
1/7/2011.
Friday
5.30pm-7:00pm

By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 13 2010, in the above cause, too satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $57,975 75, plus interest I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County.
Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 21 2011, at
the honir of 10 00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described properly
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address bring 290 Mazurek
Circle, Murray, KY :12071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot 186 and Lot 189 of Unit II Cripple Hollow Shores as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 100. of the Clerk if the Calloway ('our
Court.
Subject to covenants and restrictions as set out in Deed Book 525. Page 520
Being the same property. conveyed tun Edward Stanley Mazurek, and wife. Elise
A Mazurek. by deed from Virginia D Hudson. dated November 18. 2003, of
record in Book 525, Page 520, in the offica, of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court (Edward Mazurek deceased on May 11. 2005, and Elsie Mazurek
deceased on August 2, 2010
The aforementioned property shall be sold tun a cash nor credit basis of thirty o 30i
day-s, but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent o 100 of the bid amount, and to make bond
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price.
said bond. beanng interest at 12'. per annum from the date of sale until paid.
and fully due and payable in thirty days A lien shalt he retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but
the property shall be sold subiect to the current ad valorem taxes
This 22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully !submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Check us out on the Web!
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BUILDINI
STEEL
YEAR END CLOSE
OUT' SAVE THOI
Cancele
SANDS'
Orders. Reno's. 30x3i
16x20, 24x25, other
Limited supply sem
for Balance Owe(
Displa
Additional
Program Savings 861
352-0469

Calloway County
Adult ir Family Education
270-759-5525
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NOTICE 01

JOHN KIMBRO, UNI
KIMBRO. CAPITAL(
NCO PORTFOLIO 61,
NU ISLAND PAR1'N1
OF KENTUCKY,COL

:11

The aforementioned property shall be 'sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days. hut if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
ten percent .10'. I of the bid amount, and to make bond with auffinent autretres to
4,111
, payment of the remainder of the purchase prim, said bond. hwanag entercst or Cl'. per annum from the date ot sale until paid. and fully due-and payable
.n thirty days. Alter, shalt beretained on the property as additional security
511 delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid but the property shall be cold
subject to the current act valorem taxes
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ity whatsoever for the
activities.
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Lost and Found
JUST give us a call
well be glad to heir
Your loved one we'l
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-191€
MISSING' Male

blar
Australian Shephei
pe
mix
Family
Browns Grove are.
Reward $500
270-293-9217

The PI
Murray
(27

& Times
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PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

MICHAEL ADAM HALEY, and
AMBER R HALEY his wife,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court ori Nosember 22, 2010, in the above cauae, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $40.324 18, plus interest. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the city of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. January 14, 2011. at
the hour of 1000 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being $11 Sycamore
Street, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follow,
All that certain tract or parcel of land and premises hereinafter particularly
described situated and lying and being in the City of Murray. County of Calloway
and State of Kentucky

on. 10 a.m.

on 12p.m.
10a.m.

nir.10 am

mr.12 p.m.

Beginning at the southeast intersection of Sycamore and Ninth Streets, thence
south 4 degrees east and along the easterly property line of Ninth Street for a
distance of 109 feet, thence north 86 degrees 48 minutes east for a distanced
83 feet: thence north 4 degrees 00 minutes west for a distance of 109 feet to a
point on the southerly property line of Sycamcre Street, thence south 86 degrees
48 minutes west and along the southerly property line of Sycamore Street (sir a
distance of 8.3 feet to the point of beginning

Nam
ISA

A

.AINTIFF.

rcuit
int of the
ill proceed
, County.
4.2011 at
d property
gator
ows
foss;,'
the

ALSO. Beginning at a point on the southerly property line of Sycamore Street.
said beginning point being north 86 degrees 48 minutes east and 83 feet from the
southeast intersection of 9th Street and Sycamore Street, thence running south
4 degrees east, and with the east boundary line of the property this day conveyed
to Grantee by Carl C Lancaster. and others, for a distance of 109 feet, thence
north 86 degrees; 48 minutes east for a distance of 66 feet, thence north 4
degrees west for a distance of 109 feet to a point on the southerly property line of
Sycamore Street. thence south 86 degrees 48 minutes west and along the
southerly property line of Sycamore Street for a distance of 66 feet to the point of
beginning, together with all rights. reserstonary or otherwise. in the abutting
highways, streets and alleys

Lab Tech

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABOR
02/28/2011 to 12115/2011 KY0417157
Workman Farms IN(' Hazel. KY ,15 openings,
Temporary Tobacco Farm Labor' Labor Wage.59 71
per hour 34 contract hours guaranteed All tools
and equip furnished at no charge Housing
provided for those beyond commuting at no cost
Transportation arid subsistence pay, after 50';
contract
completed' Transport
daily
ti,
work site Apply for this job at nearest Office
Job
of State Workforce Agency in this state Using
order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subject to random drug and alcohol
tests post employment at employers expense

Will Clean Houses
270-493-0340

XADM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
PLAINTIFF

operly tax

hat would
Cr type of
reported
ate valua-

pplication
used from
d result in

entory on
-ived after
Ft

ted on the
rding this
8:00am to

ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment,and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 8, 2010 in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in thy approximate amount of 816.223.68, plus interest. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public aiiction on Friday. January 21, 2011. at
the hour of 1000 am,local time. or thereabout, the Wowing described propertj
located in Calloway County Kentucky. with its address being 1886Furches Trail
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows'
A tract of land 9 rods north and south by 18 rods east and west out of the south
west corner of the land described by deed from Edison Krinbni to John W
Kimbro, and wife, Minnie Florence Kimbro. dated September 4, 1969. and
recorded in Book 140, Page 333, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
iJohn W Kimbro succeeded, as fee simple ownership of the foregoing property
upon the death of Minnie Florence Kimbro on January 29, 2005, pursuant to the
survivorship provisions of the aforesaid deed
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of sixty kWi
days, but if sold on a credit of 60 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposo
with the Commissioner ten percent; tO"il of the bid amount, and to make bond
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchase price,
said bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid.
and fully due and payable ii, sixty days. A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but
the property shall be sold subject to the 2010 and subsequent ad valorem taxes
This 22nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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STEEL
BUILDING
YEAR END CLOSEOUT! SAVE THOUSANDS!
Canceled
Orders, Repo's. 30x35,
16x20, 24x25, others.
Limited supply selling
for Balance Owed.
Display
Additional
Program Savings. 866352-0469
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335.00
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375.00
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies ao occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
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Lost and Found

1

_
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here al the
Leger & Times.

Call 753-1916
MISSING' Male black
Australian Shepherd
Family
pet
mix
Browns Grove area
Reward $500
270-293-9217

DISCLAIMER
COMMUNITY Options,
Inc , a national nonprofit
dedicated
to
empowering individuals wi developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking
Community
Staff
in
Support
Benton. KY FT. PT and
Sub
opportunities
available!
Responsibilities
include assisting w/
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and accompanying individual to &
from appointments ,r
activities. H S diploma
GED. a valid Driver's
License w/ a good driving record and a clean
are
a
background
must! EOE Please subresume
to.
mit
Carla.Spencerecomo
p.org or fax to:
270-906-2284

When accessing the
'hells wanted•' sec is iii
011 out m. t.isoit'ieij'.
webpage at
murrayledgerconi,
you will be redirected
to johnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local jots
listings will appear on
les website
Howesei. as a national
website. not sill listings
the johnetwork coni
are placed thiough
the klerray Ledger
ac Times Plcase call
us if you base any
questions regarding
the Murray artill
lob listings Thank sins
LAUGH, Leam, & Grow
childcare facility seeking a Fun-Time teacher
for our 1/yr old classroom. Explerience is
preferred but not necessary. Apply in person
at 814 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
270-761 6868

pee()
SBG Real Property
Professionals is seeking
knowledgeable.
hard-working
and
licensed independent
agents to join our real
estate team. please
resumes
to
send
resumes tifir sbg p roper ty com

(270)753-1916

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U S Coins
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

3BR $295.00
753-6012

BOY

Accepting
resumes
All safes careers

150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy -and
coins. 270/53-4161
FOR SALE: 2 Color
older TV's. 1- 19 inch
$20, 1- 27 inch $30.
DVD.s,
and
VCR
Tapes Call 270-2278721 after 4 00pm, if
interested in purchasing any or all
HAY for sale
$300/ Bale
753-1287
Shop
Smith
with
Vacuum. Band Saw,
Router. Lathe & Tools.
Excellent Shape
Call 270-527-5702 or
270-559-1757

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713
Firewood
FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices. 2931357 or 270-559-1424.

PO Box 363

Musical

L

Piano Tuning

Murray, KY

DJ & Sound

42071

270)978-1961
270

Domestic & Childcare

I

WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
References
2933253

1808 Monroe 38R
duplex, C/H/A, w/d,
$500
4BR house near MSU
$700
753-0606
1BR Apartment Clean
& Nice All appliances
including WO. No pets.
270-436-2524,
Ce1(270-293-6906
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$270/mo 767-9037
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

•

ese

GIRL

NAME OF CHILD

Date of Birth
Weight
August 3. 2010
6lbs 14oz • 2C"
Joey and Stephanie Prio•

Length
Name of
Parents

•

•

Name:
Phone:

a
Send $10 payment, photo, name of
baby, date of birth. weight & length,
parents' names* and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Murray Ledger & Times
Babies of 2010
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
no other information will be limed

340
Houses For Rent

1

Mobile Homes FOf Sale

3BR
2BA
Maunufactured Home
on 2 5,acres 30x40
Shop and Out-Building
$75,000 270-436-2905

Publication Date: 1/22/11
Deadline to submit photo and
information: 1/17/1i at 5PM
For more information, call
Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson at
753-1916

I

ON BEACH

_J
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $450 •
deposit.
(2701978-0913
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Very nice. large, 1BR
All appliances, including washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085

VERY nice 38R with
garage. C/H/A, and
appliances. Coleman
RE
753-9898

I%IINI
SITORAG

I

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D.
refrigerator.
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600Mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets.
753-2225.

2 Rooms available 1.5
blocks
from
MSU,
$300imonth. utilities
included
270-5621324

2BR, CNA, all appliances, large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

Study in
paradise
9/miles from campus.
515 Saddle Ln 6/acres
$500/mo
206-883-6219
340

3BR, 2BA garage &
fenced yard 908 N
20th
Street
Apt-B
$ 8 0 0 , deposit,
$800/rent
270-753-8242
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

24/7 Surveillance Electricity
812 Whbtnell Ave.

1st Full Mo Rent Free

1505 Diuguid Dnsc
I BR & 2BR ,apiis
270-753-8556
TDD 1.8110-545.1833
Ext. 2133
11:211 E
opport,illy

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm TDD No
1 800 648 6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric btll,
water, trash, and furnish
all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550/mo
You wont find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(2701492-8211

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES
1850 St. RI 121S

753-3853

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
orneri4 121 S. & Glendale.
10t/0 $25 10x15 $40
(2701436-2524
12701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

Homes For Sale

BRAND new 3BR 28A
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Boarcrest Subdivision
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
pnvate showing
270-753-2905
New 2-4

Commerical Prop For Rent I

Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.

RETAIL Store in Hazel.
SF
+/5000
Si 000.00/month,
270-492-8211

Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

SBLi

Houses For Rent

2BR, 1BA. 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.
2BR. IBA, C/H/A, all
$350 •
appliances
deposit & references
No Pets, 270-753-1059
3 & 4BR Houses
Available
C/1-1/A.
Various
Locations
Coleman RE 270-7539898
3 bedroom 1 bath
house for rent with 8
acres located Ill Hazel
$675.00 a month. We
also have a 3 bedroom
2 bath house in Murray
for
$700.00.
We
require a one year
lease,
one
month
deposit and no pets
Call for further information 270-753-2905
3BR, 2BA HOUSE
with garage Close to
shopping & MSU
707 Chestnut
References Required
Rent To Own option
$650 • deposit
270-227-1126
NICE 2BR, IBA. C/H/A
(GAS) N 4th St New
windows & flooring
$450/month Available
January tst Also 2 Ba
Shop behind house
available
270-753.6855

Services Offered
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

FREE
PICK UP

1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets, 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2BR,
IBA,
2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced $550 plus
secunty 978-7441

I

An Size Units • Climate Con:

Murray. KY 42071

2BR, 1 SBA Duplex in
Lynn Grove 270-2937404. 270-293-6448

220

Voice & more.

Send to

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

ay Garden
Essex Down,
Apartments

(duitar, Piano, Drums

other positions

Macey Are' Peck

Storage Rentals

1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month 753-5980

MUSIC
LESSONS
3 Chestnut S

The Place to Start...
Murray Ledger & Tittles

Want to Buy

I

NOTICE OF SALE

JOHN KIMBRO, UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF JOHN
IUMBRO, CAPITAL ONE BANK(USAi NA,
NCO PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT,(NC,
NU ISLAND PARTNERS, LLC, COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

he months

BABIES OF ?am FORM

Roolle Homes For Rent

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00609

VS.

d-

280

BAYVIEW LOAN SERVICING, LL(',
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY,

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

I.

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

in said

Share your precious new
arrival by submitting a photo
of your baby born in 2010.

Excellent benefit package:
•Health • dental • vision • supplemental
insurance
.9 paid holiday
•401K
•Vacation
This is a full time position with a fast growing
i:ompany.
Please send resume to:
MVP Group pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.corn

The aforementioned property shall be soid on a cash lir credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110j of the bid amount, and to make bond with
sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder of the purchasc price, said
bond, bearing interest at
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 2nd day of December. 2010
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

211I I • 7

Meet the Rabies of 2010! I

Lab Tech must have 2 years experience in
related field.

is Joiner.
Page 306,

huts
to deposit
sureties to
sng inter.
id payable
,curity
all be sold

I

A local manufacturing facility is looking fcr Individuals to work as a lab technician Canoidates
must possess assertiveness. initiative, and
have the ability to multi-task, pay special attention to details. and coordinate daily operations
and activities within or between departments.
Must enforce safety and sanitation regulations

Being that property conveyed to the Defendants by deed from Max Arnold &
Sons, LL('. of record at deed book 718, page 227, Clerk's Office of the Calloway
County Court

NDANTS

Help Wanted

rVir
VP
.m

BANK. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

n,

L

Help Wanted

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00474

V's

edriesdal.. Januar

060

270-293-5624
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

430,
Real Estate

Marfa, Ledger & limes Fair
Sri %owe
us,.'

270-753-4461

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales

1,1,';,;

t 1‘.

530
Services Offered

Lninh
I 0,1II

111,

& Maintenance

L

non
11.1h0

We Finance
'hottanomotiorsaiescom

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839

Owner
Greg Mansfield

)nn

11.1r.n.o•oi ,f
tnin
4,1e

torlad
salu rental or inherti•ing
ii ria; o4ato lueaal tin tailor.. Hi
.imldnummuuilo tho, protected
oodi
Ill Anovongli auep ass
.i,1i resing is. real oddly iihich
o t
Melo, all
Jrf INTO, Informed
th„t
criNed Are
oil .01
ocipirtie
nits ti.1.1,

For turtho assistance .ith Fair
Housing adicriising fetfuirt.
mires kontati SAA loutral
5,i,'I' Mitam.(70:0

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

niglIf
%EEO
You can count on the
most experienced
litAist A'y.
403 Torn Taylor Trail

753-7728

REDUCED Priced to
quick sale New energy
efficient, 3BB 2BA 2car garage 2.240 sq
ft cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781. 559-2032

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
l2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

(270) 293-8480
HALE' WASTE
MANAi-,T MF NT
• weekb & special pickups
• localh owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2754
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
Display Hours

Za5-1^22
00-130

Handyman

Work

Ts li

'1!1.1tdOCk •

Odd jobs Repairs.
Home, Auto,
Carpentry, Light
lectrical. Mobile
',/eldrrig. Yards. &
Much More
No Job Too Small

Jacob
270-978-0278

Cafe
293-8814

CLASSIFIEDS

It • V1edliesday. January 5, 2011

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
insuted Reliable
& Dependable
Free Estimates
Ftee Stun* Removal
276-293-4489' Home 270-437-304,1
—112011—
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante
753-1816 727-061
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair.
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357
YEARRYS
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-02E:

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
- • Lic 8 Ins
• 70-7034021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617
Simmons Handyman
Carpentry Service
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570.

David's Home
Improvement
tic

Free
Pallets

Murray ledger & Times

1

I mth

SUDOKU
31

\t-rd lielo
oniolling vow
Businc—,!
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Mu Tay Ledger A Times
270-753-1918

Murray Ledger & Times
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8

8
3
7
1

4
6
3

First Come - First Serve

Please No Phone Calls

kddkll

46
1
7
2

Loading Dock of

1

r

-ConcepIts SudoKu

9
731.247-5422
270-293-2643

each
dAticuity level
reases trom Monday to Suisdas

4 9

5
1
9

4

Answer to previous puzzle
2
4
9
8
6
3
1
7
5

6
1
8
7
5
2
3
9
4

5
7
3
1
9
4
8
2
6

1
2
6
9
3
8
5
4
7

/d
3 9
4 5
5 4
2 1
6 7
9 2
1 6
8 3

3 9 4
8 6 5
2 1 7
6 3 2
7 4 8
1 5 9
4 7 6
5 8 3
9 2 1

87

***

Horoscope

hviacqu'imem- ITC YUM! Center is a must see

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Jan.6,2011:
This year. you put RIO percent into your work. You might not
achieve at the level you want and expect. You have to put in man
extra hours in order to reach your goals. Financially. you won't back
away, as you need the funds, and you will receive them. If you arc
single. you might have difficulty meeting the right person. Part ot
the issue is how you project yourself. Take a hard look in the mirroi
If you are attached, remember that there is more to life than work.
Make special time for you and your sweetie. Ultimately, your relationship takes a higher priority. AQUARIUS views money in an
interesting manner.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: I-Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Others believe you understand a lot more than you do.
Sometimes allowing this type of misrepresentation might be smart,
as more will be revealed. A partner or loved one might be very discouraging. Is this person having a bad-hair day? Tonight: Wherever
you can relax.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Assume responsibility and worry less about the end results.
At a certain point, you won't care in the least. Open up to new ideas.
Your sense of humor helps loosen tension and. in some fashion, revitalize your energy. Tonight: A must appearance.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out for someone at a distance. How you feel could
change radically as you deal with others. Brainstorming won't help
move someone off his or her position. Keep getting more information,
and the story will come out. Tonight: Listen to news.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Open up to new beginnings. Listen to a family member or
roommate. He or she might be negative. One-on-one relating
enhances a bond. Be more nurturing and understanding with others.
Tonight: Have a long-overdue talk.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your creativity surges. You are more serious than need be.
An even pace might be boring. Listen to your instincts. If you have
several options, take the most upbeat. Avoid a dour neighbor or relative. Schedule meetings for late in the day. Tonight: Where the
action is.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Understand what is happening. Listen to news with an open
mind. If you need to, talk to a creative person you trust. Honor what
might be occurring. Refuse to be challenged. Others might have too
many suggestions. Go with the flow. Tonight: Go for the action.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** A conversation could perk up your mood and help you smile
from ear to ear. What is quite clear is that you don't have the whole
story. Are you ready to change gears? Take a walk or plan on a fun
lunch to lighten up your mood. Tonight: Let the fun continue.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take a personal day, please. Your spirit will lighten up the
moment and allow for greater feedback. You might be slightly more
negative than you realize, especially with a domestic matter. Open up
to new ideas. Tonight: Happy at home.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You can ask until you are blue in the face and still not get
the answer. Your sixth sense is generally correct, but not when you
are getting negativity from others. Be careful about snap judgments.
Tonight: Consider hanging with more upbeat friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might be more in tune with a money matter than you have
been of late. You could see a situation far differently from in the past.
A boss could be pushing you beyond your limits. This person rethinks
his or her approach. Tonight. A force to be dealt with.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** A friend demonstrates his or her loyalty. Good news surrounds a particular effort. Right now, certain planets pave the way to
success and happiness should you be open and creative
Understanding will evolve if you detach. Tonight: Start your weekend
early.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Know when to pull back and perhaps proceed in a different
direction. You know what is happening behind the scenes. Relate on
an individual level. Feedback from a close partner or associate could
be negative. Tonight: Vanish while you can.

Out & About
... Kentucky
Style
By Gary P.
West
Syndicated
Columnist

Who hasn't
heard
about
the
KFC Yum!
Center
in
Louisville?
But
have
you seen it?
Wow!
Although
it's not the
Superdome
or the $1 billion Dallas
Cowboy
Stadium. the
basketball
arena
is

quite impressive.
Before the first basketball
was bounced. it was opened for
tours. And although the tours
were free, you still had to have a
ticket. First in line to see this
22.00(1 seat facility were the big
wheels, the movers and shakers
who made it happen, the politicians from Louisville and
Frankfort. Then came the big,
and l mean big, corporate
donors. Next were University of
Louisville basketball fans, some
which were happy and a few
who liked their old seats in
Freedom Hall much hyper. And
then came the group I belonged
to - - John Q. Public.
Like I did, thousands of people, most of who will never see
a basketball game there, toured
the Yum! Center. And most, like
I did, rubber-necked their way
up and down escalators or elevators, peering in the various VIP
suites on two different levels.
For sure, we live in a time
where bigger is often better.
Forget the fact Freedom Hall
still has some life in it. Look out
for the University of Kentucky
to play a couple of games each
year there. It might even be
Western
something
that
Kentucky University might
want to consider. In Freedom
Hall's glorious history, the
schools have played there on
several occasions. Now, the
only time any school outside of

4‘.

Photo submitted by Ralph Dillahay
A trip to the KFC Yum! Center is an experience even d it doesn't involve seeing a basketball
game.
Louisville. who plays in the
Yum! Center will be when they
play the Cardinals.
There are so many food and
drink stations, no one should
have to wait long to be served.
Someone who purchased four
seats put a pencil to the cost.
One seat in the corner, not at
midcourt or even foul lines, and
30 rows up, including the
required contribution, costs
$101 a game. Now, multiple
that by four. But wait, what
about food? Eleven dollar sandwiches, $3.25 fries, $6 beers.
$4.25 soft drinks. and $3 bottle
waters, only add to the experience. Oh yes. don't forget the
$10 for parking.
Some NBA teams have much
cheaper tickets for corresponding seats.
I walked to the top of the
arena and found out quickly the
air is thinner up there. If. by
chance you're there for a game.
I strongly suggest binoculars.
It's for sure not for the vision
impaired. I could see the backboards, but would not be able to
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.1 the ernpli ,quare, I. rat edtfl OA Ydi...t1 ....1lAd10 and
not, cnnta,, the sarne nurret nney on,e

tell if a shot went through the with the Yum! Center is beyond
nets. I can't remember ever expectation, especially the view.
being in a basketball arena
The Spirit Room on the upper
where I was looking down, yes concourse level is open to those
down, at the giant scoreboard in the nose-bleed seats, Even
dangling above the court.
though they may not be able to
For those season ticket hold- see a made basket, they have
ers sitting closer to the court one of the most exciting looks
than 30 rows, the amenities down onto the Ohio River, and
include a vodka bar on one side the Colgate Clock on the Indiana
and bourbon bar on the other. side. The George Rogers Clark
These lounges, as they are Bridge is so close to the Yum!
called, are definitely high end. Center that it appears to be
Back-lit bars, plush couches and attached.
chairs, and top shelf adult beverThe Kentucky Athletic Hall
ages are the bill of fare here. of Fame has its members depictThe trick now is to get the fans ed in a large mural-setting on the
in their seats either for the open- lower concourse. Allow for
ing tip-off or start of the second some time to see'all of these
half. It will be interesting to see Hall of Earners who have conhow this plays out.
tributed to our states athletic hisAlthough the KFC Yum! tory.
Center is probably the grandest,
The Yum! Center. and its
most modern, state-of-the art new-found glory on the
basketball arena in the world: I Louisville skyline, can now be
can't imagine it being a better added to the city's inventory of
place to actually see a game than tourist attractions.
the venues in Bowling Green or
For more information check
Murray.
it out on
HYPERLINK
Notice I said for seeing a 'http://www.kfcyumcenter.com"
game. Everything else that goes www.kfcyumcenter.com
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Eldridge seeks support for charitable organization

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A local veteran is asking community members to consider
veterans when making charitable donations.
BORN TODAY
A long-time contributor to
Actress Loretta Young (1913), volleyball player Gabrielle Reece Help Hospitalized Veterans.
(1970). actor Tom Mix (1880)
•••
Charles Eldridge knows what
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com. it's like to be injured in the line
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
of duty. In WWII, he found himself in an Army hospital in
Springfield. Mo.. where he convalesced. Since then. Help
Hospitalized Veterans has been a

passion of his.
The group recently recognized
Eldridge as a Kentucky 2010
Donor of the Year. manething he
says he doesn't care :thou(
unless it means inure donations
through awarene*s created by
the award. He said it is summed
up best by a poem written on a
card sent to him by HHV. which
reads: "For rolling plains and
mountains tall, you served our
land and gave your all. From
coast to coast and all between,
you protect the American

dream."
HHV. based in Winchester.
Calif.. mai* provides therapeutic arts and crafts kits to disabled veterans. Through the
crafts, the soldiers are able to get
Out torts rehabilitation easier
and, in some cases, re-learn
hasp. mobil- skills. In a letter
from
IIIIV
provided
by
the group states their
goal Is to he able to deliver a
craft kit to every hosPitalized GI
and Veteran who wants one.
They estimate there are 51.000

veterans in over 2(() Department
of Veterans Affairs and Military
11:81....ISi-1-1

Hospitals.
The group also runs numerous
programs such as the National
Veterans Creative Arts Festival,

(
20 YOU JUST
TOUCH 7815 IC01)
TO INCREA5E nit
80641-NE59.

National Veterans Golden Age
Games

and

the

National

Veterans Summer Sports Clinic.
For more information on I-11-1V.
visit www.HHV.org or call(888)
567-VETS (83871.

0.J. co-defendant takes plea deal in Las Vegas heist
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LAS VEGAS (API — A onelittle 0.1. Simpson golfing
buddy whose conviction in their
2007 armed robbery and kidnapping case was overturned in
October took a plea deal
Tuesday to be freed from prison
and avoid a retrial.
Clarence "C.J." Stewart, 56,
-iitod in shackles before a
Nevada judge and pleaded an
equivalent of no contest to
felony robbery and conspiracy.
The so-called Alford plea didn't
admit guilt. but acknowledged
that prosecutors could prove

their case at trial.
"Mr. Stewart will be released
after he pleads ... with the understanding and agreement that he
will begin house arrest." his
attorney Brent Bryson told the
judge.
For his parr Stewart declared
himself "guilty by way of the
Alford plea."
With Stewart's release expected later Tuesday. Simpson will
be the only person convicted in
the case to remain in prison.
Now 63. he's more than two
year: into a nine- to 33-year sett-

tence at Lovelock Correctional
Center in northern Nevada.
Clark County District Court
Judge Jackie Glass agreed
Stewart can serve nine months
of home detention in Louisiana
to he near family members, if
parole and probation officials in
both states agree.
Stewart also faces an unsivcilied additional term tit Int obation
under terms of the plea deal
worked out with prosecutors.
Glass ordered Stewart released
Irom the Clark County jail to
house arrest in Las Vegas pen&

ing sentencing Jan, I I.
Clark County District Attorney
David Roger said later he was
satisfied the 27 months Stewart
has served behind bars, plus the
additional time restricted to
home, was appropriate punishment for his role planning and
taking part in the gunpoint i
bery of two sports memorabi
dealers at a Las Vegas hotel.
-He was offered 30 in, -11!!1,
the time of the trial. .
nine months will take him to 36
months," the prosecutor said
outside court.
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Girl with abusive home life
should try to help herself
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'Waking Back
Ten years ago
Beginning Jan. 7, the cost
of stamps increases from 33 cents
to 34 cents.
Sarah Quertermous, a senior
at Murray High School, was
recently named as a Rotary Club
Student of the Month.
Bob Sanders was elected as
master of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons
for the year 2001.
Murray State Lady Racers lost
66-59 against Belmont in a basketball game.
The newest business in Murray opened Dec. 10. Lewis
Drake and Associates features
vintage and modern sporting
arms and accessories.
Twenty years ago
The bridge over Cecil Holland Road will need to be
replaced as a result of damage
by recent floods. Calloway Count
Judge-Executive George Weeks
estimates the cost to be $125,000.
Navy Airman Graig A.
Wortham. son of Novel G. and
Margret N. Wortham of Route
I. Murray. recently returned
from deployment while serving
with Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron-135. Naval Air
Station Whidbey Island, Oak
Harbor, Wash.
1990 was one of the most
successful years that the Calloway County chaplet of the
American Red Cross has ever
had, according to coordinator
Peggy Billington.
Thirty years ago
Ashley Renee McKendree.
daughter of Roy and Melissa
McKendree, was the first baby
born in Calloway County. at
3:13 a.m. on Jan. 3.
Melissa Easley and Jamie
Washer will be sworn in as
board members of the Murray
Independent Board of Education at a special meeting at 3
p.m. today at the board office

building.
Murray State Lady Racers lost
to the University of Kentucky
81-54 in a basketball game.
Forty years ago
Billy Joe Stubblefield was
reelected as chairman of the
Calloway County School Board
at the regular meeting held Monday evening at the board office.
The Murray Calloway County annual March of Dimes campaign began today with the mailing of literature to over 7.300
individuals and 400 businesses
and industry personnel in the
county.
Recently
reported
births
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Don Neale; and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Hugh Morris.
Fifty years ago
Wayne Flora and M.H. Ryan
were administered the oaths of
office as Murray School Board
members by County Judge WayIon Rayburn at a special meeting held in the board office.
Miss Sharon Churchill. worthy advisor, presided at the
meeting of Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls.
James T. Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Thompson
of Murray. has been named chairman of the accounting department at Memphis State University.
Sixty years ago
Noble James Knight and Jackie Knight have enlisted in the
Air Corps.
E.B. Howton was reelected
secretary-treasurer of the Purchase Parish Jersey Cattle Club.
Recently
reported
births
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Galen Thurman; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William W. Hunt.
Calloway County's Cancer
Drive scrapbook won first place
in the state contest.

DEAR ABBY: I'm dating a
15-year-old girl who was seriously physically abused in the past.
She and her mom had to move
away for a while, but have now
been told by Department of Children and Family Services that it's
safe for them to move back with
he?
father,
who abused
her.
After seeing what goes
on in this
house
and
hearing her
describe how
they treat her.
I think the
physical
abuse
has
changed
to
By Abigail
mental and
emotional
Van Buren
abuse. I'm not
sure what to do because I'm 18
and it's "illegal" that we are dating. It scares me that they can
use anything against me. -- WHAT
TO DO?
DEAR WHAT TO DO?: You
are not in a position to do anything yourself. If you try • to get
help for your girlfriend, her parents could create problems for
you that would last a lifetime. However, that doesn't mean you shouldn't encourage the girl to help herself by talking to a counselor, a
trusted teacher or a clergyperson
about the difficulties she's experiencing at home. If she does,
they are mandated by law to report
abuse. And this is a family that's
already been in the system.

Dear Abby

00000

DEAR ABBY: 1 have been
unable to ask "Mary" out -- or
at least see if' she's into me -because we both work at the same
place. I am not the type to be
shy with my feelings, but with
her its different. When I see her.
I forget everything else. It's as if
my whole world stops when I see
her smile. She's amazing!
I win' to ask her out, but I'm
unsure how to. considering that 1

Dillahay
;ketball

am a woman. She does not know
how I feel about her. What should
I do? -- HAS IT BAD IN ARIZONA
DEAR HAS IT BAD: First,
see if there are regulations in
your employee handbook that discourage employees from dating.
If there aren't, go slow and let
Mary get to know you as a friend
before trying to start a romantic
relationship. And before declaring your feelings, be sure that a
lesbian relationship is one that
your co-worker would welcome.
44440

DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
of three years, "Sam," came home
from basic training in the Army
and told me he wanted to go
active.(He was part of the National Guard.) He has asked me to
go with him and I agreed, but in
order to do that we have to be
married.
I love Sam very much and we
have talked about marriage before,
but not elopement. He hasn't really "proposed' because he doesn't
have a ring. We will be married,
but without a real wedding -- yet.
I have no problem with this
It's a bit unconventional, but I
love Sant and want to go with
him.
The problem is. how would I
define us as a couple? When we
move onto the base, I'm worried
people will see my ringless finger and ask questions. What should
I tell them? And when we do
have the actual wedding, what
will that be called'? -- DON'T
WANT TO BE EMBARRASSED
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR DON'T WANT TO BE
EMBARRASSED: Not all married women wear wedding nngs.
If you are afraid there will be
questions if you're not wearing
one, you and Sam might consider getting a used gold band to
wear until he can buy you something else. If that doesn't appeal
to you, then you'll just have to
tell people that you are married
and you have the license to prove
it.

Today In History
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In 1925. Nellie T. Ross of
Wyoming became the first female
governor in U.S. history.
In 1949. in his State of the
Union address, President Harry S.
Truman labeled his administration
the Fair Deal.
In 1957. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower proposed assistance to
countries to help them resist Communist aggression: this became
known as the Eisenhower Doctrine.
In 1970. The soap opera "All
My Children" premiered on ABC-

TV.
In 1994, Thomas P. "Tip"
O'Neill, former speaker a the
U.S. House of Representatives, died
in Boston at age 81.
Ten years ago: In a blizzard
of last-minute executive orders,
President Bill Clinton curtailed
road building and logging on federal forest land and reorganized
the nation's counterintelligence
efforts.
Five years ago: Attacks across
Iraq killed more than 120 Iraqis
and II U.S. service members.
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Dinner for
One
Dear
Helots,:
After many
ears of cooking for my
family. I am
finding it difficult
to
COOK FOR
JUST ONE PERSON. I know this
is a common concern for other
single people, too.
The food industry is not really geared toward one person. I
throw away lots of food that just
goes bad even !hough I try to
freeze portions and share with
friends. What about doing some
hints on keeping crackers fresh.
etc.? -- Lou W. in San Antonio
Lou, I understand your situation. When you find individual
portions, they can be pricey. Here
are some hints for keeping food
fresh:
• Store crackers in tall, round
potato-chip cans. And here's a hint
from my mother, the original
Heloise: Keep crackers in the freezer after putting them in a freezer bag.
• Label, label, label, and date

by
Heloise
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everything' Mark each item in the
freezer.
• Did you know that canned
and frozen vegetables may be better nutritionally and less expensive than fresh produce? Think
about peas, green beans or broccoli. They are picked: they may
Sit on a truck, then in a warehouse. then in the bin at the supermarket. Many frozen or canned
veggies are picked and packaged
right away.
• Keep an inventory of what's
in your refrigerator and freezer.
You'll use leftovers on that halfserving of meat before it goes
south! -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
E-mail: HeloisetaitHeloise.com
KITCHEN TOWEL
Dear Heloise: I keep a kitchen
towel on my oven door handle,
and I constantly have to bend
down to pick it up after I bump
against it. I cut a small, 3-inchwide strip of nonstick drawer liner
long enough to wrap around the
middle of the handle a couple of
times, and I fastened it with tape.
This keeps the towel off the floor,

which is more sanitary. -- Janice
Moses, via e-mail
AVOCADO BROWNING
Dear Heloise: NI:, suggestion
for any avocado dish is to simply add 1/4 to 1/2 teaspoon of
citric-acid crystals or a teaspoon
of lemon or lime juice to the dish.
The citric acid will allow the guacamole to retain its color. This
also works well with peeled.
uncooked potatoes left out of water.
-- A Reader, via e-mail
And apples, also' -- Heioise
FROZEN BISCUITS
Dear Heloise: I have never liked
biscuits after they have been frozen.
but I don't want to throw away
food. I was in my kitchen one
day with leftover frozen biscuits
and decided to try something to
improve them. I boiled a pot of
water and put my splatter screen
over the boiling water. I split the
biscuit:i and laid them on the splatter screen for about 10 seconds,
turned them over and did the other
side. They came out great. The
steam added moisture so the biscuits weren't crumbling, and they
came out hot' -- Lois p.. via email
(c)2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Dr. Gott

physician. When discontinued. the
Tramadol should be decreased
gradually. Sudden withdrawal can
lead to insomnia, runny nose,
paresthesias of the hands or feet.
chills, nausea, hallucinations and
more.
Before beginning this medication, a physician should be ads used
if the user consumes alcohol or
takes any medications containing
alcohol, or has a drug addiction
Should this be the case, he or
she will likely recommend another drug for pain control.
The flu-like symptoms you
experienced were not flu -- they
were from withdrawal. The water
mining out of your head is likely because you didn't taper the
dosage downward but attempted
sudden withdrawal.
Osieoarthritis is a chronic disease of the joints that results from
a breakdown of cartilage. It causes pain and stiffness of joints.
The problem should be addressed
for what it is. You might consider rubbing castor oil onto your
affected joints. using over-thecounter Castiva, liquid pectin and
purple grape juice. or glucostuninekhondroitin. Therapeutic
exercise is important. too. Consider yoga. tat chi or water aerobics. which will keep your joints
flexible while reducing your pain.
Perhaps a visit to the physicaltherapy department of your local
hospital will be beneficial. Then.
despite the fact that your doctor
isn't concerned. I recommend you
make appointments with a rheurriatologist to discuss treatment of your
arthritis and a drug counselor for
help with your addiction 10 Tramadol.
To provide related information.
I am sending you copies of my
Health Reports "Managing Chronic Pain' and "Understanding
Osteoarthritis." Other readers who
would like copies should send a
self-addressed stamped No. I()
envelope and a $2 check or money
order for each report payable to
Newsletter and mailed to Newsletter. P.O. Box 167. Wickliffe, 014
44092-0167. Be sure to mention
the titles).
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Addiction hard to kick
DEA it DR. GOTT: 1 took
Tramad a for years for osteoarthritis pain and found if I were !ate
for a dose, I would start getting
flu-like symptoms. I was taking
three 50-milligram doses a day.
r•inaity. with my doctors help. I
tapered off totally but began having awful nasal allergies and constant water running out of my
head. One night. because I was
sick and hurting. I took
two of the
leftover IraW
madols and.
lo and behold.
by morning I
felt terrific.
I'm 66 years
old and started taking one
Tramadol a
day to try to
keep the allerBy
gies away, but
Dr. Peter
I feel better
if I take two
of them. My doctor doesn't seem
concerned one way or the other,
but I want to know why I cannot stop taking the drug. I cannot find anything on the subject
anywhere. It doesn't seem to help
the pain much, but I cannot stop
taking it. HELP!
DEAR READER: Tramadol
is an opiate agonist, a narcoticlike pain reliever used to treat
moderate-to-severe pain. In the
United States, it is marketed as
Ultram, Rybix, Uliracet containing acetaminophen or Ryzolt; in
Canada. Ralivia: in Mexico,
Durodor Retard and Trexol. The
regular tablet is generally taken
every four to six hours. The
extended-release tablet should be
taken once daily.
Side effects can include blurred
lightheadedness, dizziness.
uncontrollable shaking, drowsiness.
headache, nausea, vomiting and
constipation. Overdose may include
chest tightness, wheezing, fever.
itching,cough, swelling of the face.
tongue, lips or throat and cough.
It can be habit-forming.
Dosing should be under the
strict guidance of the prescribing

Hints From Holoiso

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 5,
the fifth day of 2011. There are
360 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 5, 1896. an Austrian
newspaper, Wiener Presse. reported the discovery by German physicist Wilhelm Roentgen (RENT'
gun) of a type of radiation that
came to be known as "X-rays."
On this date:
In 1781, a British naval expedition led by Benedict Arnold
burned Richmond, Va.
Et A\E3
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CO.63. MAYFIELD 49

Lakers overcome slow start in win
SIMMONS VANQUISHES CARDINALS
WITH 26 POINTS, 13 REBOUNDS
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A sloppy. low-scoring first
quarter indicated Calloway
County's Tuesday night game
against Mayfield was going lobe
a long one, but the Lakers turned
up the heat and beat the visiting
Cardinals 63-49.
A bevy of missed shots on
both sides of the court and plenty of turnovers left the Lakers
leading the Cardinals just 8-6 at
the end of the first quarter.
"The first quarter has kind of
been a quarter we've struggled

with from time to time." said
CCHS head coach Bruce Lane.
"They were guarding people.
which was good, and playing
The rest of the game played
out much faster, with CCHS senior Brock Simmons leading the
Lakers in scoring with 26 points
and notching a double-double
with 13 rebounds. But behind
Simmons were seven other
Lakers adding 'points to the
board for Calloway County. providing a balance once Mayfield
began to contain Simmons late

in the game.
"We did a good job spreading
it out ... we passed the ball well
and attacked the basket." Lane
said. "Brock did especially good
on the backboards tonight.
Shawn Thompson did a good job
attacking the basket, everybody
played well. It was a good team
win tonight."
The Cardinals arrived at
Jeffrey Gymnasium at 5-6, with
big threats to the Lakers in
Devin Jones and Trey Whitnell.
Lane said he was proud of how
his team stepped up in limiting
the amount of shots the two took,
making a big difference in the
game. While Jones finished with
nine points. Whitnell's only

KY1100 L00011
Ledger 8, Times
Blake Maness
to
prepares
fire off a jump
shot against
Mayfield's
Luke Guhy (14)
JV
as
Richardson
(21) approaches during the
first half of
Tuesday
night's game
Jeffrey
at
Gymnasium at
Calloway
County High
School.

score came from a free throw.
"You're definitely worried
about their quickness and athleticism ... they limited their looks,
it was a big key for them. Those
two guys can knock down open
jump shots but they did a good
job on them tonight," Lane said.
After falling behind in the
second quarter. the Cardinals
attempted to make a run in the
second half and twice cut the
deficit down to 10 points, helped
by numerous trips to the free
throw line. It wasn't until a 10-3
run by the Lakers to start the
fourth quarter that they managed
to put the game away for good.
See LAKF_RS, 11

4TH DISTRICT BASKETBALL: MURRAY 69, COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN 44

A step ahead
TIGERS' DEPTH
HELPS THEM
THWART MYRIAD
OF CCA
DEFENSES

a

Sy MCKY MAKIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Entenng this season, Murray High
head coach Ron Greene knew depth
would be an issue that could plague his
team.
Now, as the calendar has turned to
2011. those fears are in the distant past
at least for now, as the Tigers have
grown from a team that went five players deep in early December to one that
can handle a rotation of up to eight guys
now early in January.
That depth. according to Greene. has
made the difference for the Tigers, especially lately.
"Boy that makes a big difference,"
Greene said. "Lombardi. the great
coach, used to say, 'Fatigue makes cowards of us all,' and it doesn't mean to, but
it automatically does.
"But now we are down to where we
have some guys that I think we can put
in and give some guys a break. And I
think that is really making a difference."
Fatigue was not a problem Monday
night for Murray High, as the Tigers
picked up their fourth win of the season
and their third in the 4th District, defeating Community Christian 69-44.
The Warriors opened up the game on
a 10-4 run before Greene called a timeout to get his team in line.
Senior guard Mane Foster was listening.
Foster. who already had three of
Murray's four, points prior to the time
out, scored the next nine points for the
Tigers, as Murray turned a six-point
deficit into a seven-point lead by the end
of the first quarter at 24-17.
Midway through Foster's offensive
explosion. CCA went to a box-and-one
to try to contain the senior guard.
That was just fine with Greene.

See RACERS, It

RICKY HAMM Ledger 8, Times
Murray High senior Cedric Cherry makes his move to the basket Monday night against a Community
Christian defender. Cherry scored eight of his nine points in the second half of Murray's 69-44 victory.

4Th DISTRICT BASKETBALL:
MURRAY 73. COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN 38

House triple-double
leads Lady Tiger rout
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Prior to Tuesday night's district showdown
with Community Christian. Murray High head
coach Rechelle Turner told Sian House to
make sure nothing came easy under the basket.
The senior center got the message. putting
together a performance that Turner had never
seen in her 15 years on the Murray High bench.
With 3:05 left in the game. and the Lady

WINEREI EARNS 3RD
DOUBLE-DOUBLE OF
SEASON

111 See LADY 710ERS, 11

4m Divan
SIMMINOS

RICKY MARTIN
L edger 8. Times
Murray High
junior guard
Haley
Armstrong
drives to the
basket
against
Community
Christian's
Erin McMullen
In the second I
of
quarter
Monday
4th
night's
tilt.
District
Armstrong
finished with
a game-high
18 points.

Racers
all smiles
after 2ndstraight win

Tigers leading 67-32. House went to the freethrow line for a one-and-one.
The senior sank the first one, then followed
suit on the second, picking up her ninth and
tenth points of the night.
Pair that with her 12 rebounds and 12
blocks, and House had completed the tripledouble, a feat Turner said was especially

duo.

Dist.(Overaa)
1-0 (11-3)
2.1 (4-7)
0-0 (5-7)
0-2(3-9)

WOMEN'S COLLEGE
BASKETBALL:
NR RR k‘ 51. 71, 11. PU142

OF TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Rob Cross attributed his fatigue after
Tuesday night's 71-42 victory over
WWI not to coaching but to an afternoon spent playing Dance Central on his
new XBox Kinect.
While Cross juked and jived to
"Cmon Ride the Train'' earlier in the
day, his Racers rode their best performance of the season to-date to a blowout
win Tuesday night, notching their second straight victory after a nine-game
losing streak.
Murray State did it with a deadly
shooting night from three-point range,
lockdown defense that held IUPUI to 25
percent from the field, and another stellar rebounding performance from redshirt freshman Jessica Winfrey.
Winfrey also poured in 15 points to
go with her 13 rebounds, earning her
third double-double of the season, and
capturing 10-plus boards for the fourth
consecutive game,something that hasn't
been done at MSU since Ashley Nichole
Hayes did it in 2()09.
The Racers were all smiles postgame
as Cross cheerfully recounted the day's
video-gaming exploits, and Winfrey and
Mariah Robinson were simply thankful
their coach was talking about something
other than a loss.
"Let's just say we went from nervous
breakdown to just happy," said
Robinson, who led MSU in scoring
Thursday with 16 points and eight
rebounds while also going 4-for-8 from
three-point range.
"Seeing the coaches happy is really.
really important. I'd rather them bc
happy before us because that mean,
we're doing something right. We're not
in depressed mode at all. We know we
can win games."
Granted, the Racers have notched
back-to-back wins over teams with a
combined 5-21 record.
Regardless of the competition, however, with a Thursday matchup again.]
Tennessee State (4-9), a team that lost ti,
Georgia Tech 82-11 last week. MSt
a strong chance of going into Saturd.:
game against Austin Peay. a team tit&
beat them twice last season, on a three
game streak.
"That would help us a lot." says
Robinson. -A three-game streak would
be great because. for one, it means we
beat somebody in our conference."
On Tuesday, Murray State used hol
three-point shooting to open up a gap
between themselves and the visiting
Jaguars early in the first half. The Racers
knocked down six of their nine triples in
the opening 15 minutes of the game.
Back-to-back bombs from Allison
Karst and Robinson stretched the MSU
lead from 22-15 to 28-15 with 5:02 left
to play.
After the opening barrage of shot'
helped the Racers build a lead, a stron,,..all-around performance allowed them ti •
keep and build it in the second half.
Murray State rattled off 19 assists.
the most they have had in any gam,
against a Division I opponent this se.,

0 See TIGERS, ii
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Lady Lakers
smother
Hemy County
Staff Report
The Callov, . (minty Lady
Lakers used a tierce defensive
effort Monday night. forcing 21
turnovers and notching 16 steals,
to defeat Henry
(o.(Tenn.)65-54
in Paris.
Averee Fields led the way
with 21 points and 18 rebounds.
while Kariee Wilson added 15
points arid Abby Futrell pitched
in 12.
Junior point guard Taylor
Futrell added 11 as the fourth
Lady Laker in double-figures.
Leading 39-38 entering the
final quarter. Wilson hit two big
three-pointers early in the fourth
period to spark a 26-point fourth
quarter for the Lady Lakers.
While Calloway was forcing
the Lady Patriots into several
turnovers. the Lady Lakers were
protecting the ball, committing
only eight turnovers for the game.
Calloway was also strong at
the foul line down the stretch,
shooting 8-for-9 during the fourth
quarter to improve their mark for
the game to 16-for-26.
The Lady Lakers will host
Caldwell COunty on Thursday at
7:30 p.m.

Boys All 'A'
seeds
announced
staft

Nowt
Murray received the No. 9
seed for the upcoming First
Region All 'A' Classic when the
seeds were announced Monday.
The top seed went to defending champion Ballard Memorial,
while Fulton County came in at
No. 2 and Heath was No. 3.
Mayfield was fourth, Si. Mary
was fifth, Fulton City was sixth,
Carlisle County was seventh and
Hickman County was eighth.
Rounding out the field at 10 and
11 were Community Christian
and Reidland.
The seedings were based on
the Litkenhous Ratings published
by the Louisville Courier-Journal.
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•Tigers
From Page 10
"They did that to us last week
tat Reidlandi, and we put something together on the fly." Greene
said. "And actually it worked a
little better then than it did
tonight, but we practiced against
it yesterday, but I was actually
hoping they were going to do it.
• -1 thought we could have executed better, hut that's what we
play for."
Greene wasn't the only person
on the Murray sideline excited to
see CCA switch up their defense.
Junior guard Kendall Deese
scored the next five for Murray.
and finished with seven of his
game-high 18 points in the first
quarter.
Foster finished the game with
17 atter sitting a majority of the
game's final minutes.
The depth for Murray High
showed up again even later in the
contest, when CCA went to a triangle-and-two, chasing both

Foster and Deese.
Senior Cedric Cherry added
eight of his nine points in the second quarter, while juniors Bob
Fields and Sergio Perry each
added seven.
In all, the Tigers saw nine
players reach the scoring column
on Tuesday night.
"Those guys stepping up
makes a huge difference for us."
Greene said. "It makes it harder
for teams to box us. and so someone has to step up, and I'm glad
to see them stepping up, to be
honest."
The Warriors cut the Murray
High lead to five early in the second quarter, but back-to-hack
three-pointers from Perry and
Foster stretched the Murray High
lead to 11 at 30-19, and CCA
wouldn't get closer than 10 the
rest of the game.
Greene said that even though
his team has struggled a bit at
times in their man-to-man

defense this season, their effort
has remained consistent, and
that's what is causing his team to
finally start seeing progress.
Even with a slow start on the
defensive end Monday night.
Greene said his team has continued to get better for the simple
fact that they are putting in the
work necessary to win.
-We have improved in a lot of
areas." Greene said. "But we still
have a lot of improvement to do.
All in all, as long as our guys are
giving the effort though, and I
think they are, then we will continue to get better every game."
Murray
CCA

24 11 11 23 - 69
17 6 6 15 - 44

Murray(4-7)- Deese 18. Foster 17
Cherry 9. Fields 7, Perry 7 Nosbil 3
Phillips 2. Wenn 2. Williams 2
2-pt.: 20-37 3-pt.: 7-10 FT: 8-13
CCA (3-9)- Wrye 15. Romirtelman 10.
Johnson 6, Underhill 5. Greenwell 4,
Meadows 2, Jones 2
2-pt.: 17-22
3-7 FT: 1-6

.5"caFir10"

P
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Sponsored By:

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AWQ
any-better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray. KY .753-3415
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Boys Basketball
Tuesday
Carlisle Co 59 Ballad Memorial 45
Heath 50 St Mary 48
Lake Co r Tenn 083 Fulton City 59
Marshal Co 69 Lone Oak 39
Paducah Tilghman 89 Reid:and 36
Calloway Co 63 Mayheld 49
Murray 69 Community Christian 44
Prep Girls Basketball
Tuesday
Heath 55 Sr Mary 41
Marshall Co 66 Lone Oak 49
Murray 73 COrtIrriunoty Christian 39
Paducah Tilghman 57 Rev:Sand 35
South Fulton iTent, 80 Hickman Co
39
Calloway Co 65 Henry Co (Tenn I 54
Ballard Memorial 55. Carlisle Co 35

State Basketball
Today
Salon Hall Ott.
tESPNI,J,
Bowl Glance
All Times CST
Tuesday Jan 4
Sugar Bowl
At New Orleans
Ohio Stale 31 Arkansas 26
Thursday. Jan. 6
GoOaddy.corn Bowl
At Mobile. Ala.
Miami i0hicii 19-41 vs Middle
Tennessee i6-6I 7 p rn IESPNI

•Racers

•Lady Tigers
From Page 10
remarkable
considering
S.44 471 Damn
House's unique story.
STANDINGS
"For a kid that has just been
Drbi.(Oman
School
pLying basketball for a little.
3-0 (11-3)
over two years to have a triple- Murray
t-0(13-1)
double, that's even more special Calloway County
0-1 (9-3)
to me," Turner said. "It really Marshall County
0-3(4-8)
shows her overall fortitude to Community Christ
do what she has done."
and that just shows how many
House had the big night
kids we have that can score.
overall, but several other Lady
"That's one reason why we
Tigers filled the stat sheet as have been so
successful the last
well in the absence of sopho- couple of years, is
we have
more guards Janssen Starks and seven or
eight kids that can get
Abby McAlpin, who were out it done on any given night."
in the wake of a stomach virus
Community
Christian
that has plagued the Lady opened the game with
back-toTigers for the past week.
back three pointers but strugJunior Haley Annstrong led gled from
the field after that,
the way with 18 points while only scoring two points over the
senior Amanda Winchester next 6:45.
added 16 in the 73-38 victory.
The Lady Tigers, however.
Also reaching double-figures had no issues offensively in the
after stepping into the starting early-going, closing the
openlineup in place of Starks was ing period on a
19-2 run, with
senior Lauren Dieleman, who six
different players scoring in
went for 15 points on 5-for-9 the opening quarter.
shooting from beyond the arc.
Murray High continued to
Overall,
Turner
said, feed on the Lady Warriors'
Monday night's game was struggles from
the field, carryindicative of how her team has ing a
42-16 lead into the locker
played during its recent, sea- room at
halftime.
son-high
eight-game
win
lbe one thing that we
streak.
talliartabout before the' genie
"We don't have any stars," *as that this was a district
;Turner said. "Our leading scor- game, and it had to be taken
ers haven't necessarily led us in very seriously," Turner said.
scoring these past few games. "We know how
important dis-

met wins are in our district, and
I thought the girls really understood that and played hard."
Even though the Lady Tigers
have now won eight-straight
games, and are playing their
best basketball of the season,
Turner said her team is still trying to find more rhythm, especially in practice.
Murray High has had only
seven practices since Oct. 15 in
which the entire team was able
to participate, and Turner said
she hoped today would be the
eighth if Starks and McAlpin
are able to return.
Because of the injuries early
in the year, and the recent illness among the team. Turner
said she still hasn't seen her
team's full potential.
"I would really like to see
what we could do if we ever got
any rhythm in practice and
carry that rhythm over into
games," she said.
Murray High will host Heath
on Monday at 7:30 p.m.
Murray
CCA

21 21 17 14 - 73
8 8 14 9 - 38

Murray (11-3)- Armstrong 18
Winchester 16 Deleman 15. House 10
Trice 6 Crouch 6
2-pt: 25-44, 3-pt.: 5.11 FT: 8-9
Turnovers: 23
CCA(44)- Carter 10, Peyton 10
Durrett 9, Meadows 2 McMullen 2
2-pt.: 7-26 3-pt.: 5-12 FT: 5-5
Turnovers: 22

From Page 10
son, getting five front Mallory
Schwab and four apiece from
Mary Jehlik and Rachael Isom.
In addition to Winfrey's 13.
true freshman Jehlik contributed
10 points, her second-straight
double-figure scoring game. to
go along with eight rebounds.
Allison Karst, another freshman, came off the bench to
score 10 points, hitting two
threes.
Cross said he continues to be

impressed with Winfrey, hut
that the performances ot
Robinson and Jehlik are what
carried the Racers to a 15rebound advantage on Tuesday.
"I know Jessica Winfrey's
going to rebound. I've never
had a question about that."
Cross said. "She's going to do it
every night. and that's the great
thing about her. The big thing
really is that Mariah and Mary
and other people are starting to
help her out."

•Lakers
From Page 10
Simmons was cold from the
three-point line for most of the
night but drained a key trey to
help the Lakers stretch their lead
during that run.. Better ball control also allowed the Lakers to
limit the amount of turnovers
late in the game, keeping
Mayfield front trimming down
Calloway's lead.
"We turned the ball over early
and that's another thing we were
worried about - them turning
us over and scoring on transition. They've got some athletes
and will only get better as the
year goes on. Some of their guys
had been in football for a long
time and they'll just get better as
the year goes on. That's why it
was such a quality win," Lane

said.
Lane added that his team had
two great workouts leading up to
the Mayfield game. energizing
the players and giving Lane optimism for his team
The Lakers now begin preparations for a tough district
matchup at Marshall County
Friday night.
Maylield
Calloway Co

6 11 20 12 - 49
8 21 20 14
63

Mayfield (5-7)- Higginson 10 Jones 9
Parrott 7 Copeland 7 Girhy 6 Jackson
3 McCarter 3 Richardson 2 Tyler 1
Whene111
FG: 15-40 3-pt.: 4-11 FT: 15-23
Rebounds: 25 Turnovers: 11
Callowey Co.(5-7)- Simmons 26
Thompson 11. Maness 7 Schwettman 6
Green 5, Amen 4 Wagner 2 Futrell 2
FG: 20-43. 3-pt.: 4-11 FT: 19-25
Rebounds: 30 Turnovers: 15
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What does it mean? At The Murray Bank,
community means Murray, KY,our
hometown. Proud to be the only community
bank with their headquarters in Calloway
County. Providing strength, stability and
growth opportunities for our local schools,
businesses, churches, and families is the reason
we're here. If supporting your community is
important to you, we invite you to join us.
The Murray Bank ... welcome home!
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array Bank

-105 South 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street
270-753-5626
14M SS.themurrav hank.cons
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HOOFBEATS

RACERS VS. TENNESSEE STATE •
THURSDAY,
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SCHEDULE
DATE
11-12
11-15
11-17
11-20
11-23
11-29
12-2
12-4
12-7
12-12
12-19
12-21
12-29
1-2
1-6
1-8
1-15
1-20
1-22
1-27
1-29
2-3
2-5
2-7
2-12
2-14
2-19
2 24
2-26

OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
at Mississippi St L, 75-65
FISK
W.85-5O
at Illinois St.
L. 73-68
at All Force
L. 87-72
at St Louis
L. 78-50
BELMONT
L. 87-72
at Eastern Illinois L 68-67
at SE Missouri St W. 77-67
at Alabama A&M W. 74-68
LEMOYNE-OWEN W. 84-48
MORD-CAD ST W,70-64(OT)
E KENTUCKY
W,62-49
at Middle Tenn St. L 65-58
at Memphis
L. 91-86
at Murray St
7:30
at Tennessee-Martin 6:00
AUSTIN PEAY
3-00
JACKSONVILLE ST. 7:30
TENNESSEE TECH 7:30
at Morehead St.
6:45
at Eastern Kentucky 6:00
MURRAY ST.
800
TENNESSEE-MARTIN 7:30
at Jacksonville St.
8:00
at Austin Peay
7:30
at Tennessee Tech
7:00
ESPN BRACKETBUSTER TBA
SE MISSOURI ST
7:30
EASTERN ILLINOIS 7.30

BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
School

OVC(Overall)

Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Murray State
Tennes
.fzen Tech
SE Missouri State
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
Tennessee-Marlin

4-0
3-1
2-1
2-1
3-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-3
0-4

(10-6)
(6-81
(9-4)
(6-6)
(4-11)
(9-61
(6-8)
(6-8)
(2-12)
(4-11)

Monday
Austin Peay 89 Chattanooga 57
Eastern Illinois 80. Anderson 47
SE Missoun St 82. Tennessee-Martin 75
Thursday
Jacksonville St at Eastern Kentucky.
6 30 pm
Tennessee Tech at Morehead St . 6.45
pm
Tennessee SI at Murray St 7 30 p m
Saturday
Austin Peay at Murray St . 11 am
(ESPNUi
Tennessee St at Tenn -Martin. 6 p m
Jacksonville St at Morehead St • 6 30
pm
Eastern Illinois at SE Missouri St . 6 om
Tennessee Tech at E Kentucky. 6 p m

Murray Ledger & Times
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SURPRISING TENNESSEE STATE
BRINGS DEADLY SHOOTING;
AUSTIN PEAY LOOMS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Murray State didn't expect
to be playing such high-profile
league games during the first
week of January.
After three December conference contests sprinkled
amongst a challenging nonconference stretch, the Racers
begin the week-in, week-out
OVC gauntlet this week with
games against Tennessee State
Thursday and Austin Peay
Saturday — matchups that are
suddenly a little more meaningful than your average league
game.
The Governors and Tigers
sit atop the standings at 4-0 and
3-1 in conference play. respectively. TSU has perhaps been
the OVC's biggest surprise.
upsetting co-favorite Morehead
State in overtime in Nashville
on Dec. 19.
Austin Peay. always a big
rivalry game for the Racers, is
undefeated in the conference
and is the OVC's only 10-win
team overall.
If you're looking for commonalities between TSU and
APSU, both played 2Ist-ranked
Memphis to near-upsets at the
FedEx Forum
"This is our biggest week of
the year," Murray State coach
Billy Kennedy said at his
Monday
press conference.
"Both teams are ahead of us in
the standings. I'm trying to get
our guys to understand the
sense, of urgency. You have to
win your home games if you
want to be a conference champion at the end of the season."
Before MSU turns its attention to a nationally-televised
matchup with the Goys on
ESPNU Saturday morning,
they can't afford to overlook
Tennessee State on Thursday.
Kennedy calls this version

of the Tigers the best he's seen
in several years.
TSU is in its second season
under head coach John Cooper,
who vowed to establish toughness and discipline within a
program sometimes viewed as
underachieving.
What Cooper has established so far this season is a
high-powered offensive team
whose prowess from threepoint range and at the freethrow line allows them to put
high numbers of points on
opponents.
The progress has come
against the odds. TSU had high
turnover in its program over the
season and was hampered by.
injuries this fall, at one time
reduced to six healthy scholarship players.
Kennedy calls Tennessee
State a program that is "a year
ahead" of where it should be.
and Cooper agrees.
"Those guys have found
ways to compete and get after
it." Cooper said. "They never
looked at each other and got
down about it. (The attitudes)
really helped us, and I think it
encouraged the guys who were
out also."
The arrival of high-impact
transfer Kenny Moore has provided the biggest boost for the
Tigers. Moore. a 6-foot-7. 220pound junior, came from highly-touted Midland Community
College, where he was teammate to Austin Peay standout
TyShwan Edmondson.
He is TSU's leading scorer
and rebounder, averaging 14.3
points per game and 7.5 boards.
When
he
arrived
in
Nashville. Moore was overweight, according to Cooper.
Since then, however, he has lost
more than 25 pounds, and
become one of the conference's
elite forces offensively.

SCHEDULE
DATE
11-15
11-17
11-20
11-25
11-26
11-28
12-2
12-4
12-11
12-15
12-18
12-21
12-30
1-6
1-8
1-13
1-15
1-20
1-22
1-26
1-29
2-3
2-5
2-7
2-10
2-12
2-16
2-19
2-24
2-26

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray State's Isaiah Canaan guards Southern-Illinois
Edwardsville guard Corey Wickware as Wickware brings
the ball up the floor during their Dec. 30 game at the
OFSB Center.
Cooper said he would like to
see improvement on the defensive side of the ball, as well as
continued strides in Moore's
conditioning.
Sophomore forward Robert
Covington was TSU's leading
returning scorer front the 2(X1910 campaign, which ended at
the Regional Special Events
Center in the first round of the
OVC Tournament in March.
Covington is averaging 13.8
points and 6.7 boards per game
for this year's Tigers, while
junior guard Wil Peters and true
freshman
forward
Patrick
Miller are also scoring in double-figures.
TSU is the OVC's top threepoint shooting team. connecting on 7.9 long-range shots per
game and convening 37.0 percent of their attempts, ranking
them second in the league, just
behind Murray State at 37.2.
Tennessee State also has the
top free-throw percentage in
the conference. hitting 78 percent from the stripe.
Both served the Tigers well
against Memphis. They went
12-for-24 from beyond the arc
and hit 20 of 23 free throws.

ALcording to Kennedy. a
similar performance is exactly
what the Racers expect on
Thursday from TSU. which
gets the majority of its scoring
front the perimeter.
"They're a very good shooting team," he said. "All five
starters can shoot the three.
They've scored a lot of points
in a lot of games, and we're
going to have to do our best job
defensively."
That's a job Murray State
seems to he primed for, coming
off what Kennedy called his
team's best defensive performance of the season last week in
a
blowout
victory
over
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville.
The 46 points the Racers
allowed in that outing was this
season's second-lowest only to
a 50-39 win over East
Tennessee State in the seasonopener.
"1 thought we were much
better
defensively
against
Edwardsville." Kennedy said.
"We scored off our defense, afal
offensively, we've had more of
a post presence and taken away
some of the bad turnovers we
had earlier in the year."

OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
EAST TENN. ST. W, 50-39
at Mississippi
L. 77-61
REINHARDT
W.84-70
Stanford'
W,55-52
UNLVA
L, 66-59
Oklahoma St.^
L, 66-49
at E Kentucky
W,74-72
at Morehead St. L. 75-65
at Chattanooga
W. 73-65
BETHEL
W,94-52
W. KENTUCKY
W. 69-60
at Tenn -Martin
W 66-54
S LL-EDWAF)SVLLE W.71-46
TENNESSEE ST.
7:30
AUSTIN PEAY 11:00 a.m.
at Jacksonville St.
7:45
at Tennessee Tech
7:30
EASTERN ILLINOIS 7:30
SE MISSOURI ST
7:30
at S. III.-Edwardsville 7:00
TENN.-MARTIN
7:30
at Tennessee St
8:00
at Austin Peay
7:30
at Eastern Illinois
7:00
TENNESSEE TECH 7:30
JACKSONVILLE ST. 7:30
at SE Missoun St.
7:00
ESPN BRACKETBUSTER TBA
MOREHEAD ST.
8:00
E. KENTUCKY
7:30

^ - 76 Classic at Anaheim. Calif.

ROSTER
No. Player
P
twee Miles
B.J. Jenkins
2 Edward Daniel
3 Isaiah Canaan
10 Jordan Burge
11 Donte Poole
12 Shawn Jackson C
13 Brandon Garrett F
14 Picasso Srnmons G
22 Jeffery McClain F
24 Jeff Reese
F
32 Chris Gntfin
F
33 Jewuan Long
G
42 Ivan Asks

CI. Ht Wt
Sr. 6-2 205
Sr 6-0 205
So. 6-7 220
So. 6-0 185
So. 5-1'170
Jr. 6-3190
Fr, 6-9 245
So. 6-9 205
Sr. 6-0 170
Sr. 6-6 230
Jr. 6-4 180
Fr. 6-7 215
Jr. 6-1 180
Jr. 6-7 230

STATISTICS
Player
Pts RebAst TO Bt St
CANAAN. Isaiah 11 9 1 9 28 32 3 17
JENKINS B J
10 4 3 5 50 27 1 21
ASKA ivan
92 6 1 3 19 6 7
MILES Isacc •
79 1841 26 0 12
MCCLAIN. Jeffery6 0 36
19 2 9
DANIEL. Ed
5.8 34 4 19 9 10
POOL E. Donte 57 3013 15 1 10
JACKSON. Shavoi 42 1 3 1 10 3 0
LONG Jevima0 35 28 14 16 7 8
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